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Progress towards objectives & goals

Introduction
Since its establishment in fall 2016, the Rogue Native Plant Partnership (RNPP) has developed into
a diverse group of stakeholders with over 40 organizations regularly participating in meetings, seed
collection, and planting events. The RNPP’s many achievements are a testament to the dedication
and vision of its founding partners. The combination of a growing ethic of collaboration among an
increasingly diverse partner base, funding for group coordination and activities from the Bureau of
Land Management, United States Forest Service, US Fish & Wildlife Service, The Nature
Conservancy, Oregon State Parks, and fiscal sponsorship and technical support from Rogue Basin
Partnership has allowed the Rogue Native Plant Partnership to become what it is today.

Goal 1: Cross Partner Collaboration

Memorandum of  Understanding:

A Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) document was drafted, vetted, and distributed for
signature among RNPP’s members in spring of 2019. In sum, 32 organizations (9 city state and
federal agencies, 3 tribal and educational institutions, 11 non-profits, and 10 private organizations
and landowners) agreed to participate in the agreement (see Appendix I). The last signature on this
agreement was received in October of 2019. The purpose of this MOU is to formalize the
cooperative effort among the Rogue Native Plant Partnership’s member organizations and meet the
following goals:

1. Facilitate a sustainable and reliable supply of native plant materials to federal and state
agencies as well as local non-governmental organizations and the public

2. Streamline the native plant materials procurement process by centralizing seed collection
efforts and grow- out contracting among partner organizations

3. Increase diversity and genetic appropriateness of  locally-available native plant materials
4. Provide technical and financial support to local native plant producers

Large Group Partner Meetings:

2018/2019 reporting period: The RNPP held one general stakeholder meeting in March 2019 with 25
attendees for a total of 75 person hours. This meeting was focused on reviewing the progress made
in the six months previous, sharing partner updates, updating the action plan for 2019, and
reviewing and approving the draft MOU language.

2019/2020 reporting period: During this period the RNPP held two general stakeholder meetings. The
October meeting included 29 attendees for a total of 73 person hours. At this meeting, the focus
was on providing partners with general updates on progress towards objectives, introducing new
additions to the RNPP website such as the blog and partner directory, providing a forum for RNPP
members to showcase their ongoing projects, and to discuss the challenges associated with making
locally adapted woody species available for restoration projects. This meeting led to a
sub-committee tasked with figuring out a better system for prioritizing, collecting, and producing
woody species in a way that reduces grower risk and land manager effort. The second general
stakeholder meeting was originally scheduled for early March 2020. As the COVID-19 pandemic
quickly became omnipresent the meeting was delayed and moved online. This meeting was attended
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by 26 people for a total of 52 person hours. At this meeting the guest speaker with the Yurok tribe
described the Klamath dam removal project and specifically how native plant materials were being
sourced for the project. The group was also updated on the progress being made toward contracting
out woody species seed collection and distributing these seeds to local growers. Lastly, a draft
version of  the RNPP 5-year strategic plan was introduced and discussed.

2020/2021 reporting period: During this period the RNPP held two general stakeholder meetings.
Because of disruptions caused by the Labor Day fires in fall of 2020, the fall meeting was pushed to
December and held via videoconference. There were 28 attendees for a total of 70 person hours. It
was a productive meeting for reflecting on the ecological impacts of the fires across the Rogue
Basin, and gathering input about the role of invasive vs. native plants on either spreading or resisting
fire in urban landscapes. The guest speaker from OSU Extension was able to provide an extensive
Q&A session to help participants understand the fire dynamics affecting their neighborhoods and
landscapes that they manage. RNPP also provided an update on the woody species seed collection
contract and the five-year RNPP Strategic Plan, and partners gave program updates. This meeting
led to a sub-committee for developing a Climate Adaptation Strategy Plan. The second RNPP
general stakeholder meeting was held in September 2021, again via videoconference. The meeting
was recorded and a video made publicly available. There were 22 attendees for a total of 55 person
hours. Partner organizations had many updates regarding plant sales, conferences and habitat
restoration post-fire. Guest speakers were Brook Colley for the Indigenous Gardens Network, and
Joshua Chenoweth for the Klamath Dam Removal revegetation project. Then RNPP introduced the
Seed Production Business Plan and the RNPP & Climate Change strategic planning document.

2021/2022 reporting period: During this period the RNPP held two general stakeholder meetings. Our
Spring 2022 meeting was held in conjunction with the Jackson/Josephine County Cooperative Weed
Management Area, a working group for those working to combat invasive plants. A total of 31
partners and stakeholders attended this videoconference meeting, for a total of 78 person hours.
Prior to the meeting, RNPP Coordinators held a site visit with local weed treatment experts at the
burn scar of the 2020 Almeda Fire on the Bear Creek Greenway. We reported back to the group
about the results of the native reseeding, replanting and weed treatment strategies being
implemented in this riparian corridor at the center of many Rogue basin communities. The goal was
to inform future fire recovery efforts and ongoing restoration project implementation on Bear
Creek. Our Fall 2022 meeting was held in-person at the Selberg Institute facility, and was attended
by 15 individuals. Our guest speakers presented on native grasses, and the meeting was followed by
a tour of  the seed cleaning facility and equipment demonstration, for a total of  55 person hours.

Sub-Committee Meetings:

2018/2019 reporting period: In addition to the general stakeholder meetings, a smaller steering
committee met three times to help guide the group’s progress. The steering committee is composed
of representatives from Rogue Basin Partnership, the US Fish and Wildlife Service, The Freshwater
Trust, the BLM, Forest Service, The Nature Conservancy, Silver Springs Nursery, Long Shadow
Fields farm, Oregon Department of Transportation, The Selberg Institute, the NRCS, Applegate
Partnership and Watershed Council, and The Understory Initiative. Since October, the RNPP held
three steering committee meetings for a total of 72 person hours. The focus at RNPP’s steering
committee meetings is to work through funding logistics, further develop RNPP’s decision making
procedures and to find tangible solutions to the challenges put forward at stakeholder meetings.

2019/2020 reporting period: Three small group meetings were organized during this reporting period.
In January 2020 a meeting between BLM staff members, Rogue Basin Partnership (RBP) staff and
RNPP’s coordinator was held to discuss the future trajectory of funding relationships. It was
decided that RBP remained a good umbrella entity for group coordination and the associated
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fundraising it requires. It was also decided that some of the “on the ground” type work would best
be managed by other members of the RNPP with expertise in those areas. In this way the RNPP
could continue to operate as a forum for community-wide discussion and problem solving while
delegating some of the “on the ground” work to groups like The Understory Initiative, Siskiyou
Biosurvey, Lomakatsi Restoration Program and The Freshwater Trust etc. Later that month the
RNPP also had one of its quarterly steering committee meetings that was geared at refining the
strategic action plan followed by another steering committee meeting in April aimed at deciding
how the RNPP should respond to the COVID-19 pandemic. It was mutually agreed that outdoor
volunteer activities such as seed blitzes could occur as long as attendees followed social distancing
guidelines and completed a screening process prior to attending (Appendix I).

2020/2021 reporting period: Four small group meetings were organized during this reporting period.
In October 2020, the RNPP’s steering committee met to discuss how to respond to the Almeda and
Obenchain fires and to discuss future funding needs and priorities. In February 2021 the steering
committee worked to coordinate a shared seed grow out at Stone Nursery facilitated by BLM. This
arrangement allowed the BLM to scale up production for a number of grass species and share the
harvest with the RNPP in the seed sale in fall 2021 thus supporting other local restoration projects.
In April, a separate meeting was organized to develop and discuss an RNPP climate adaptation
strategy (Appendix VI). Lastly, in October 2021 another steering committee meeting was held to
come up with a strategy for reapplying for BLM funding for coordination support for the RNPP
starting in 2023.

2021/2022 reporting period: In March 2022 a Steering Committee meeting was held to discuss the
RNPP’s upcoming grant proposal to the BLM for continued funding, and moving fiscal
sponsorship of RNPP from Rogue Basin Partnership to The Understory Initiative, a founding
partner whose staff do the on-the-ground work of partnership coordination. The Steering
Committee approved of this change. As the next BLM Cooperative Agreement funding has not yet
been allocated to RNPP, no further Steering Committee meetings were organized in this reporting
period. However, a small committee meeting was held in June 2022 to discuss a woody species plant
material development proposal, to be funded through OWEB. It was decided that Rogue Basin
Partnership should apply for this funding, with RNPP playing a supporting role.

Other partner coordination:

The RNPP has cultivated a growing email list of 409 contacts. This email list is used to inform
member organizations and individuals about upcoming meetings, events, job and training
opportunities, as well as highlighting informational resources relevant to native plant cultivation and
restoration. Roughly one RNPP e-newsletter is sent per month.

RNPP’s website (www.roguenativeplants.org) has been further developed and includes information
about RNPP’s mission, an up-to-date meeting and events calendar and a Resource Library
containing native plant related materials. Meeting agendas, notes, slideshows, and recordings are also
uploaded to this Resource Library. The website also supports an RNPP partner directory, the RNPP
blog and the seed/plant sale e-commerce platform.

2020/2021 reporting period: RNPP was instrumental in the wake of the 2020 Labor Day fires to
provide ecological expertise in the development of a seed mix that was helicopter seeded across 250
acres of the Almeda fire burn scar. RNPP leadership began participating in meetings of the Bear
Creek Restoration Initiative, which has served as an advisory committee to county and state officials
developing the fire response strategy. The RNPP continues to help guide seed and plant sourcing
decisions for this group. The RNPP also participates in the Riparian Restoration Working Group
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coordinated by the Rogue Basin Partnership and the Southwest Oregon Pollinator Collaborative
coordinated by The Understory Initiative.

In December of 2020, RNPP coordinated a volunteer event with the Medford District Office of the
BLM to plant native plants at Upper Table Rocks. Ten RNPP volunteers attended and planted
alongside BLM employees, putting over 500 plugs in the ground. The planting areas increased oak
savannah habitat diversity while mitigating impacts of trail-building activities. RNPP plans to
continue this successful partnership activity in 2021.

2021/2022 reporting period: In early 2021, RNPP Coordinators at The Understory Initiative (TUI)
were approached by partners at the US Fish & Wildlife Service with a request to assist in the
development of a Native Plant Partnership in the Umpqua Basin. “Exporting” strategies used to
build the RNPP, The Understory Initiative gathered stakeholders, identified native plant materials
needs, and began implementing a seed collection strategy in summer of 2021. In 2022, funding was
secured from the Umpqua National Forest and US Fish & Wildlife, Roseburg to continue the
development of the Umpqua Native Plant Partnership and hire a local Coordinator. Thanks to the
successful model of native plant partnership facilitation in the Rogue, the roadmap for the Umpqua
could be quickly and effectively laid out, and adapted to local needs.

In 2022, RNPP Coordinators, through the involvement with the Rogue Basin Partnership Riparian
Restoration Working Group, began hearing a need for a basin-wide system for plant materials
development and distribution specifically around woody and riparian shrubs and trees. We convened
a meeting with RBP, restoration practitioners and plant stock producers. The result was a draft
proposal which RBP will submit to OWEB in Spring 2023.

The RNPP continues to coordinate with the Medford District Office of the BLM to establish
restoration plantings on public lands. In Spring 2022 a volunteer planting event took place at
Mountain of the Rogue Park. With three volunteers and three TUI staff, over 150 native grass plugs
were planted at this site. In addition, a planting event was planned for the Flounce Rock ACEC
(Baker’s Cypress) in fall 2021, but weather conditions prevented the planting from going forward.
Bakers’s Cypress plugs were up-potted and maintained through the summer of 2022 to allow for
future planting of  these trees.

Goal 2: Increase Diversity of  Locally Available Plant Materials

Habitat specific species priorities:

2018/2019 reporting period: In order to better inform growers of local demand and advise land
managers on appropriate species mixes, a sub-committee was formed to guide the development of
habitat and species-specific priorities for the Rogue Basin. This committee includes representatives
from Applegate Partnership and Watershed Council, The Freshwater Trust, the BLM, Oregon
Department of Agriculture, Oregon Department of Transportation, and the US Forest Service. In
early 2018, these partners attended two meetings to develop a system for prioritizing which species
are useful for restoration and which of those species are supply-limited. Following these meetings a
species ranking system was developed to allow local experts to provide their recommendations for
which species should be prioritized. The ranking system was developed by gathering historical
species lists from within each of the ten level IV ecoregions delineated in the Rogue Basin and
organizing these species lists into habitat specific tables. Each expert was asked to rank species on
their importance for restoration, current commercial availability, storage life, ease of production and
wild collection. The species priority worksheets were developed in winter 2018 and distributed to 51
local experts in spring 2019.
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2019/2020 reporting period: Expert opinions gathered in 2018-2019 (above) were used to compile a
working list of species that are a priority for seed and plug production in the coming years. In
addition, information about which species are already in production was added for additional clarity
around production gaps. This list was divided up into two habitat types; oak-associated habitats and
low elevation riparian corridors. This list will be published as part of the final draft of the RNPP
5-year strategic plan in fall/winter 2020.

2020/2021 reporting period: In early 2021 the RNPP 5-year strategic plan (Appendix VII) was
finalized and adopted. This plan includes a detailed list of goals and objectives and their associated
budgets as well as several prioritized species lists that will be used to guide future grow-outs.

2021/2022 reporting period: In this year, RNPP Coordinators began to facilitate discussions around
how to shift priorities based on changing demands and conditions related to climate change. For
example, riparian restoration projects are having difficulty with regular irrigation, so a seed-based
approach has been trialed by some partners. Frequent inquiries are made to RNPP about seed zone
changes and the need for assisted plant migration is discussed. RNPP continues to seek best
practices and to educate practitioners on the various considerations involved in developing native
species planting and seeding projects.

Coordination of  seed collection efforts among partner organizations

For many RNPP partner organizations, wild seed collection is often too labor intensive and costly
to manage in-house. In an effort to alleviate some of these challenges, RNPP’s coordinators have
organized and led several volunteer seed collection events “seed blitzes” aimed at reducing seed
collection costs and increasing the availability and diversity of  foundation seed in the Rogue Basin.

2018/2019 reporting period: In summer 2019, five separate volunteer-led seed collection events were
organized with an average attendance of 12 volunteers collecting 6 different native species collected
per event. In addition to lowering wildland seed collection costs for RNPP’s partner organizations,
these events also provided educational and networking opportunities for all attendees.

2019/2020 reporting period: The 2020 volunteer seed collection was negatively impacted by the
COVID-19 pandemic. It was jointly decided by the RNPP Steering Committee that these events
could still be safely held with the addition of new safety protocols (Appendix II). In June 2020 a
seed blitz event was organized at the French Flat ACEC. Eight volunteers attended this event. In
early July another seed blitz event was organized at the Southern Oregon Land Conservancy’s
Rogue River Preserve. Twelve volunteers attended this event and seed from four native forbs and
one native grass were collected.

2020/2021 reporting period: The RNPP was able to hold six volunteer seed collection events in the
summer 2021 season, with an average attendance of six volunteers and 2-4 species collected per
event. A total of 153 volunteer hours were logged. Seed was collected at six different sites, and three
partner organizations participated, with seed eventually flowing to small-scale habitat restoration
projects and seed increase beds in 2021, or retained in the RNPP seed library for future use. RNPP
volunteers also assisted with harvesting Asclepias speciosa and A. fascicularis beds at J. Herbert Stone
Nursery in 2020 and 2021. These beds were planted through a USFWS agreement with the RNPP.
In 2020 RNPP volunteers also assisted with harvesting a BLM Asclepias fascicularis plot.
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2021/2022 reporting period: The RNPP held three wild-collection seed “blitzes” and four
farm/nursery harvest events in this reporting period. A total of 20 species were collected and 166
volunteer hours logged. Volunteer events were held in collaboration with The Understory Initiative
Private Lands program, Lomakatsi Restoration Project’s Youth Crew, and Cascades Academy
(visiting from Bend, OR). As in 2020-21, volunteers assisted with harvesting Asclepias beds at J.
Herbert Stone Nursery.

Lomakatsi Youth Crew after a successful
harvest day at Upper Table Rocks, July

2022

Some seed harvested by youth at
Upper Table Rocks.

Volunteers harvesting grass seed at
French Flat ACEC

Woody species seed collection

2019/2020 reporting period: After a scoping process regarding seed needs for woody species in
riparian areas was completed, it was mutually agreed that hiring a contractor to collect seeds was the
best option to meet these needs. The RNPP’s coordinator coordinated with Siskiyou Biosurvey to
set a budget and to select which species were feasible to collect. Discretionary funds generated from
RNPP’s native plant and seed sales were set aside to pay for this service as well as seed cleaning and
testing. After collection, cleaning, and testing each of these seed lots will be made available to local
growers for purchase through RNPP’s annual fall seed sale. Proceeds from these sales will then be
used in future years to pay for additional seed collection services as seed lots become depleted
and/or when different species are in demand. This procedure allows local growers to focus on
producing plants with less worry about being able to reliably source local seed lots.

Contracted Seed Collection 2020-2021

Priority Species Common Name Est seed needed Mean seeds/lb lbs requested

High Symphoricarpos albus Common snowberry 157,000 76,000 2.07

High Physocarpus capitatus Pacific ninebark 87,750 875,000 0.10

High Crataegus douglasii Black hawthorn 67,500 22,000 3.07

High Prunus virginiana Chokecherry 62,750 5,000 6.00

High Sambucus cerulea Blue elderberry 48,375 22,500 2.15

High Cornus stolonifera Red Osier dogwood 46,000 18,000 2.56

High Alnus rhombifolia White alder 15,125 508,000 0.30

Med Ribes sanguineum Red-flowering currant 9,375 151,000 0.06

Med Rosa nutkana Nootka rose 5,000 32,234 0.30

TOTAL 16.60

Agreement NTE $4,000.00
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2020/2021 reporting period: Woody plant species seed collected by Siskiyou Biosurvey was received in
September 2020, cleaned in by RNPP staff, and made available to growers in a second fall seed sale.
In the 2021 season, it was recognized that though a substantial amount of seed from four of the
contracted species remains in the RNPP seed library, further collections were needed to meet the
demand for species diversity from RNPP growers and restoration practitioners. Rather than spend
limited discretionary dollars on another seed collection contract, RNPP opted to collect these seeds
in-house. A further four species were collected and sold in fall 2021, and several collection sites
were mapped, with data collected about plant phenology to use as a reference for future collection
seasons.

2021/2022 reporting period: Having distributed most of the 2020 contracted woody seed collection to
local growers and restoration practitioners, RNPP finds that demand for locally source woody seed
and plant materials is still strong. Coordinators began developing a grant proposal to help fund
future collections (see Sub-Committee section). Meanwhile, in-house woody species collections
continue, with a second sale to be held this fall. Species diversity has increased to 18 species held in
inventory, most of  which will be available to partners in fall 2022.

Species List - 2022 RNPP
Woody Species Sale

Ceanothus integerrimus

Cerocarpus betuloides

Cornus nutallii

Cornus sericia

Crataegus douglasii

Holodiscus discolor

Juglans hindsii

Mahonia aquifolium

Malus fusca

Philadelphus lewisii

Physocarpus capitatus

Rhus tribolata

Ribes sanguineum

Rosa nutkana

Sambucus mexicana

Spirea douglasii

Symphoriocarpus albus

Wild Collected Seed Library & Seed Sales

Locally adapted seed is the currency of ecological restoration. These seeds are needed for seed
increase operations and containerized production. One of the barriers to having a locally sourced
native plant materials economy is the cost and expertise needed to wild-collect seed. One of the
goals of the RNPP is to help reduce the cost of this practice by utilizing volunteers to help
hand-collect and clean the seed so it can be used in local restoration projects.

2018/2019 reporting period: Since the summer of 2017, the RNPP has been building up its library of
wild collected seed lots. At each seed blitz collection day, plant population location, phenology, and
demographics data are collected and stored in a database. These seed lots are then cleaned and
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stored for future use. During the 2018/19 reporting period a seed distribution plan was also
developed (Appendix III)

2019/2020 reporting period: After several years of wild-collection seed blitz events, enough seed was
available to offer certain seed lots to members of the RNPP. In fall of 2020, over 40 species from
more than a dozen collection sites were made available for purchase through an online sale hosted
on the RNPP website. Seed lots were kept separated by collection site and date, and organized by
ecoregion to encourage land managers and growers to think in terms of genetic appropriateness and
seed transfer zones. Proceeds from this and future seed sales will be used to coordinate future seed
collection events and to pay for the required seed cleaning and testing.

A clean lot of Lomatium seed Wild collected seed is organized,
processed and stored at Selberg

Institute’s Sampson Creek facility.

RNPP’s Pollinator Mix was a
popular seed sale item in 2021.

2020/2021 reporting period: RNPP continued its wild collection of seed, focusing on species for which
there was a demonstrated need from growers and land managers, and a lack of current inventory.
Again, a seed sale was held online in the fall, with 35 species offered. In addition, RNPP created a
“Pollinator Mix” utilizing excess wild collected seed lots that were not large enough to sell
individually as well as older grass seed lots. The seven pounds of Pollinator Mix sold out within the
first few days of the sale, and brought new customers to the sale who would not otherwise have
participated.

2021/2022 reporting period: RNPP held a total of three volunteer seed collection events. A total of 21
forb and grass species were collected at sites across the Rogue Valley, totalling 9.6 pounds. Seeds
were cleaned by RNPP staff and volunteers, adding an additional 16 volunteer hours. These seeds
were added to the September 2022 annual seed sale, held online, with 45 species offered. This sale
resulted in over 100 pounds of seed redistributed locally. Another 2.3 pounds of seed were collected
by RNPP staff  and volunteers to comprise a woody species seed sale to be held in October 2022.

BLM Seed Lot Annual Inventory and Organization

Since winter 2017 the RNPP’s coordinator and several volunteers have conducted a yearly seed
inventory and organization event in partnership
with BLM staff members. Before the RNPP
formed, it was exceedingly difficult for BLM
botanists to find enough time in their schedules
to effectively manage the many BLM seed lots
being stored at the J.H. Stone Nursery and the
Medford Interagency Office. Since the RNPP
has become involved, the BLM botanists have a
much better system for accepting and organizing
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new seed harvests as well as an accurate and up-to-date inventory. This allows them to focus their
energy on developing seed mixes and managing seed production contracts. The picture to the left
shows the newly organized seed lots at the J.H. Stone Nursery in fall 2019.

Goal 3: Provide Support to Growers

Development of  hybrid contracting model

One objective of the RNPP is to help build a more robust native plant economy in southern
Oregon while providing support structures for growers and land managers alike. One downside of
widely used seed increase contracting systems is that either the grower or the land manager carries
the bulk of the risk inherent in seed farming. For example in many contracts, the grower agrees to
grow a specific amount of seed for a set price. If/when there are crop failures the grower misses out
on income while expending time and effort to grow a crop that ultimately failed for reasons that are
often out of their control. This system leaves little room for innovation and species diversity
because growers are de-incentivized from experimenting on new or difficult to grow species despite
their ecological importance. This dynamic is particularly challenging for novice growers looking to
expand their native species offerings.

2019/2020 reporting period: In response, RNPP’s coordinator worked with several local growers and
land managers in 2020 to develop a new hybrid contracting model. This seed-increase contract was
crafted so that each farmer would be guaranteed a portion of their bid upfront to cover the costs of
bed prep and plot maintenance in addition to a price per lb of seed produced. This hybrid style
contract has already provided several novice growers with enough security to begin growing native
species for the first time while also incentivizing the production of  as much seed as possible.

2020/2021 reporting period: Since its development in 2020 this hybrid contracting model has been put
to use on five different farms in the Rogue Valley and has been instrumental in supporting growers
while they produce seed from more than a dozen wildflower species. These seed lots will be utilized
on various restoration projects in fall 2021.

2021/2022 reporting period: The hybrid contracting model developed by the RNPP continues to be
used with local growers.

Seed Production Business Plan

2020/2021 Reporting period: In spring 2021, a seed production business plan (Appendix V) was
developed to help land managers appropriately plan their future seeding efforts both in terms of
time management and seed-cost projections by taking into account the full life cycle of seed
production. The RNPP hopes this business plan will also help local farmers have realistic
expectations about seed pricing and production timelines.

2021/2022 Reporting period: Since its development in 2021 the RNPP seed production business plan
has been shared with a number of partner organizations both locally and in areas of Northern
California, Willamette Valley, and Puget Sound. If the RNPP receives funding from the NFWF
America the Beautiful grant program this document will serve as a guiding document for developing
Oregon’s Native Seed Strategy in 2023 and 2024.
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Bridge Funding Program

2018/2019 reporting period: In March 2019 the RNPP created a system to support growers and
restoration practitioners by providing bridge funding to buffer timing-related challenges during the
plant procurement process. In order to provide fair and transparent access to RNPP discretionary
funds (generated through plant and seed sales), a formal application and grading system was
developed. Through this system, RNPP partner organizations could apply for a 1-year bridge loan
in order to start the native plant propagation process while they waited for internal funding for their
project to become available. The intent of this program is to allow for more long term planning on
the part of land managers and also to provide growers with up-front payment for plant production
costs.

2020/2021 reporting period: In fall 2021, the bridge funding program will be utilized for the first time
and will support a 80 acre pollinator habitat project at a local solar farm facility managed by MOU
signers Lomakatsi Restoration and Understory Consulting LLC.

2021/2022 reporting period: In winter 2021 , the bridge funding program made it possible for a joint
grow-out at a local farm between ODOT, Yurok Tribe and The Understory Initiative for two
different species.

Access to Seed Cleaning Equipment at Selberg Institute Facility

The process of cleaning seed so that it may be safely stored and/or used in restoration projects
requires specialized equipment that is often too expensive for individuals and small-scale growers to
reasonably afford. In addition, this equipment requires specialized and sometimes species-specific
knowledge on different cleaning techniques. The RNPP aims to help solve this challenge by
providing members of the RNPP with access to seed cleaning equipment and training on how to
use it properly.

Left: Unloading the seed debearder at the Selberg Institute facility.
Right: AT Ferrell Office Tester Clipper purchased for the RNPP
in summer of  2018.
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2018/2019 reporting period: In 2018, Forest Service funding was utilized to purchase seed cleaning
equipment (clipper pictured above) and seed sifting and scalping screens. The clipper was made
available to RNPP partners and several seed cleaning volunteer events were held.

2019/2020 reporting period: The RNPP seed cleaning equipment was moved to its permanent home at
the Selberg Institute's Sampson Creek Preserve facility in January 2020. A public training on how to
use the equipment was planned for the morning before the large group partnership meeting in
March 2020 but was cancelled due to COVID-19 related safety concerns. In lieu of this training, the
RNPP coordinator and staff have provided several one-on-one seed cleaning trainings, developed a
seed cleaning manual (Appendix IV), and compiled a working list of all the species cleaned to date
with notes on the specific screen sizes, fan speeds and threshing techniques used.

2020/2021 reporting period: In 2021, USFWS funded the acquisition of several additions to the RNPP
seed cleaning equipment library, including a bundle thresher, hammer thresher, and debearder, as
well as a new hand screens and a label printer. The seed cleaning equipment allows partner
organizations to more efficiently process large farm-grown seed lots. In October 2021, a training
event was held for RNPP partners and volunteers to learn how to use the Office Clipper and hand
screens to clean small wild collected seed lots. Seven people attended this event, including two BLM
employees, and three returned for a seed cleaning volunteer day in November.

2021/2022 reporting period: In February 2022, The Understory Initiative in coordination with the
RNPP received BLM RAC Title II funding to support the development of the new CHAFF
program (Collaborative Harvest Access For Farmers). This funding supported the purchase of a
belt thresher to assist in the processing of certain native wildflower and grass species that were
previously very time-intensive to clean. It also supports RNPP staff to provide grower training and
make the entire seed-cleaning equipment library more accessible to farmers.

Almaco Bundle Thresher used for removing heads
of  plants in bundles.

Jang Seeder used for seeding
seed crops into rows.

Mini Debearder processing a
batch of Symphyotrichum

subspicatum.

Mighty Mac Hammer Thresher used for
processing seed lots before they are air

cleaned in the clipper.
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BCS Harvester makes seed harvest faster and
more efficient.

Belt thresher processing Eriophyllum lanatum.

CHAFF equipment purchased for RNPP use in 2021 & 2022 with FWS & BLM RAC Title II
funding.

Goal 4: Provide Educational Resources and Opportunities

RNPP Resources Library

In January of 2019, the RNPP launched an online resources library. This searchable online library is
a curated collection of nearly 80 different documents covering topics such as ecological restoration,
seed cleaning, native plant production, pollinators, invasive species management, and species
specific fact sheets. Web visitors can easily browse the library, read document summaries, and
download the full pdf. This library also hosts RNPP meeting notes and slideshows. It is anticipated
that this library will continue to grow in the future.

The resources library is available at the following link:
(roguenativeplants.org/rnpp-resources-library)

RNPP Blog

The RNPP has also developed a blog with the
purpose of describing the on-the-ground work
being done and detailing lessons learned. Some of
the topics covered range from how to write an
ecological restoration plan, how to design a native
seed mix, specific information on important native
species, and an inventory of all the restoration
projects currently underway in the Rogue Basin
region.

This blog can be viewed here:
www.roguenativeplants.org/rnpp-blog.
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2020/2021 reporting period: The RNPP Blog and Resource Library continue to grow, and new content
is cross-posted on social media, the RNPP e-newsletter and in the newsletter of the Rogue Basin
Partnership. The RNPP has received feedback from native seed farmers from northern California to
southern Washington, noting that the Resource Library has been invaluable to their work. Ten new
blog posts and 14 new resource materials were added to the RNPP Resource Library in the 2020/21
reporting period

2021/2022 reporting period: The RNPP continues to add to the Resource Library, and enhanced its
digital newsletter with a CRM-based online service that allows emails to incorporate graphics and
sign-up forms for events. This newsletter contains links to native plant and restoration-relevant
articles and resources as well as RNPP-specific news and updates. RNPP also assisted in developing
communications pieces for the Bear Creek Restoration Initiative, to provide public information
about re-seeding strategies used in the wake of  the 2020 Almeda Fire.

Native Plant Sales

2019/2020 reporting period: In addition to providing land managers and growers with technical
resources, RNPP also successfully coordinated one native plant sale during this reporting period.
The native plant sale allowed local members of the public to order a variety of native species from a
number of local wholesale growers online and pick them up at a central location. This RNPP
coordinated native plant sale provided the public with access to over 33 different native species of
forbs, grasses, shrubs and trees while allowing local growers to reach this retail market yet sell these
plants with a minimum amount of effort. This had the benefit of encouraging more people to use
native species in their landscaping and provided a venue for educating the public about the
importance of  habitat restoration and native species conservation.

2020/2021 and 2021/2022 reporting periods: Due to a lack of available inventory, a native plant sale
was not held in the spring of 2021. However, in fall of 2021, RNPP partner Pollinator Project
Rogue Valley held a successful in-person native plant sale. This sale was repeated in the spring of
2022 and it is expected that PPRV will continue to fill the native plant sale “niche” in the valley,
with RNPP assisting by continuing to recruit growers and advertise native plant sales through its
channels.

Summary
In summary, the cooperation between the BLM and other members of the Rogue Native Plant
Partnership has resulted in steady progress towards meeting the growing need for genetically
appropriate native plant materials for restoration projects within the Rogue Basin. RNPP’s progress
aligns with the objectives of the National Seed Strategy and has positioned us as leaders and
innovators within the realm of native plant materials in Southern Oregon and Northern California.
The RNPP “model” is now being exported to the Umpqua basin where the newly formed Umpqua
Native Plant Partnership has benefitted from the experience of RNPP coordinators and tools,
strategies and perspectives developed over the past six years in the Rogue.

Problems, challenges, and next steps
Although much progress has been made, there still remain a number of issues that require more
problem-solving. One bottleneck to the success of this project is that most BLM staff
members/botanists seem to be spread too thin and cannot provide very much guidance on many
key RNPP issues. Sometimes their response time is so long that meeting objectives are delayed or
never achieved. One example of this was in fall 2019 when the annual seed sale was canceled
because the BLM staff was unable to provide the RNPP with seed pricing information. This was
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probably mostly due to a vacancy in the Medford District Botanist position for several months. This
dynamic of slow response time and low RNPP participation in general is especially problematic
given that almost every part of the native plant materials development process is highly timing
dependent.

Going forward, we feel that the RNPP could function even better if the BLM botanists and other
staff had more capacity to advise on species selection, seed increase problem solving, and seed
sharing activities.

Secondly, there are continued obstacles to supporting existing and future local native plant
producers on a consistent basis in the Rogue Basin. For existing native plant producers, the market
for native plants and seeds can be unpredictable and risky despite the clear need for more native
plants and seeds overall. For people hoping to begin producing native plants or seeds, a significant
barrier is the upfront cost and risk of beginning native plant/seed production and the multi-year lag
time required before the materials are mature enough for market. RNPP continues to encourage
restoration practitioners to plan in advance to ensure that native plant materials will be available for
their project. However, in 2022, partners at the Fall General Meeting noted the drought and labor
shortage as challenges that add even more unpredictability to the funding and implementation of
restoration projects requiring native plant materials. RNPP continues to work with partners to find
solutions for these challenges, encouraging collaboration and engagement with a wider “net” of
stakeholders, such as workforce development agencies. In the coming years, RNPP and its partner
organizations will aim to find even more tangible solutions to these challenges while building on
past successes in other areas.

Certification: I certify to the best of my knowledge and belief that this report is correct and
complete for performance of  activities for the purposes set forth in the award documents.

Kathryn A. Prive, Rogue Native Plant Partnership Coordinator

Printed Name & Title of  Person Completing Report

11 / 13 /2022

Signature Date Submitted
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Appendix I: RNPP MOU

ROGUE NATIVE PLANT PARTNERSHIP

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING

Preamble

BACKGROUND
The Rogue Native Plant Partnership was first conceived in August of 2016 by local representatives
from The Nature Conservancy, The Freshwater Trust, the Bureau of Land Management, Lomakatsi
Restoration Project, the United States Forest Service, and the Oregon Department of
Transportation. This cross-partner collaboration was driven by the need for a reliable and
sustainable supply of native plant materials in the Rogue Basin to support restoration projects,
greater emphasis on proactive planning for plant and seed needs, and greater collaboration and
information sharing among local stakeholders.

With the goal of effective collaboration in mind, the Bureau of Land Management and Oregon State
Parks provided funding for an interim coordinator position while the group worked to secure a
more stable funding source for partnership activities and coordination. In December 2016, the
Rogue Basin Partnership agreed to host the partnership website and serve as the fiscal agent for a
proposal that would fund a part-time coordinator position for several years through the Bureau of
Land Management, Medford District. The funding proposal was eventually approved and the
interim coordinator (Kathryn Prive) continued to coordinate the group on a part-time basis. Soon
after receiving Bureau of Land Management funding for the Rogue Native Plant Partnership
coordination, the United States Forest Service, Klamath Siskiyou National Forest provided the
Rogue Native Plant Partnership with additional funds for wildland seed collection, seed cleaning
equipment, grow-outs, and project coordination.

The Rogue Native Plant Partnership’s many achievements are a testament to the dedication and
vision of its founding partners. The combination of a growing ethic of collaboration among an
increasingly diverse partner base, funding for group coordination and activities from the Bureau of
Land Management and United States Forest Service, and fiscal sponsorship and technical support
from Rogue Basin Partnership has allowed the Rogue Native Plant Partnership to become what it is
today.

With admiration and appreciation,

__________________________________ ____________
Signature Date

Kathryn Prive
Rogue Native Plant Partnership
Partnership Coordinator
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ROGUE NATIVE PLANT PARTNERSHIP

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING

Among

Bureau of  Land Management, Medford District Southern Oregon Seed Growers Association

Illinois Valley Soil & Water Conservation District The Freshwater Trust

Jackson Soil and Water Conservation District The Nature Conservancy in Oregon

Medford Water Commission The Understory Initiative

Oregon State Parks and Recreation Department Vesper Meadow Restoration and Education

the Oregon Department of  Fish and Wildlife White Oak Farm & Education Center

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service Afternoon Zephyr Farm

USDA Forest Service Althouse Nursery

Confederated Tribes of  Siletz Indians Jay Scelza

Oregon State University Master Gardener Program, Jackson County Long Shadow Fields

Oregon State University SOREC Land Stewards Pacific Slope Consulting, LLC

Applegate Partnership and Watershed Council Ridgeline Meadows Farm

Lomakatsi Restoration Project Silver Springs Nursery Inc.

Rogue Basin Partnership Siskiyou Alpaca

Selberg Institute & Anna Mae Ross Siskiyou BioSurvey, LLC

Southern Oregon Land Conservancy Tikkun Olam Research and Teaching Farm

A. INTRODUCTION:
The Rogue Basin has a variety of habitats that comprise a unique community of native plant species
and ecosystem functions that need restoration. Despite the growing need for native plant materials,
the barriers to increasing the local production of native plant species are numerous. The planning
and coordination required to successfully source and produce appropriate native plant materials is
complex and time-consuming. Native plant production presents unique challenges to growers. The
grow-out phase often requires a multi-year commitment from growers and a willingness to
experiment with propagation protocols for new species. This can be problematic because many
agencies see year-to-year fluctuations in their budgets and severe fire and flooding events make
multi-year planning difficult. These challenges often make it difficult for growers to develop a stable
business strategy and may also deter new farms from expanding into the native plant production
arena.

Since August 2016, a diverse group of agencies, private growers, and other individuals and
organizations in the Rogue Basin have been working together to better meet the growing need for
native plant materials in the region. The group aims to simplify the native plant procurement process
for its partner organizations by coordinating native plant inventories, seed collection efforts and
grower contracting.
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B. PURPOSE:
The purpose of this Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) is to formalize the cooperative effort
among the Rogue Native Plant Partnership’s member organizations and meet the following goals:

1. Facilitate a sustainable and reliable supply of native plant materials to federal and state
agencies as well as local non-governmental organizations and the public

2. Streamline the native plant materials procurement process by centralizing seed collection
efforts and grow-out contracting among partner organizations

3. Increase diversity and genetic appropriateness of  locally-available native plant materials
4. Provide technical and financial support to local native plant producers

C. MUTUAL BENEFIT:
All parties to the MOU agree that it is to their mutual interest and benefit to work cooperatively in
coordinating efforts to improve plant material availability and lower costs across jurisdictional and
ownership boundaries within the Rogue Basin. All parties also agree it is to their mutual benefit to
work cooperatively to educate, train, and share technology and information with agency and general
public personnel about native plant materials, and to work cooperatively to make the best use of
available resources to increase the use of genetically appropriate native plant materials within the
Rogue Basin. By working cooperatively, including sharing information and technical expertise, any
actions taken by an individual party may leverage the efforts of other partners and increase the total
benefit to all parties.

D. IT IS MUTUALLY AGREED AND UNDERSTOOD BY ALL PARTIES THAT:
1. This MOU formally establishes the Rogue Native Plant Partnership (RNPP or Partnership)

which serves the geographic area of the Rogue Basin, defined as all lands draining to the
Rogue River. In time, the RNPP may expand to include habitats adjacent to this region, if
approved by current members of  the partnership.

1. Each party will appoint at least one representative to participate in the RNPP. This
group will meet twice a year to review progress, adopt steering committee
recommendations, and identify and adjust future Partnership activities, funding
needs, and opportunities.

2. The RNPP will establish a permanent Steering Committee, whose members shall be
volunteers from among the partners. This group will meet at least three times per
year to identify funding needs and strategies, and to review progress and next steps.
Members of the Steering Committee will select a Chair or Co-Chair at the first
meeting of each calendar year. The Steering Committee may adopt rules for the
selection process.

3. The parties to this MOU will cooperatively prepare a 5-year Strategic Plan to
describe the goals, objectives and strategies of the RNPP. The Strategic Plan will also
outline the structure and functioning of the Partnership and provide any other
needed background information. As deemed necessary by the Steering Committee,
the RNPP shall engage in other cooperative planning efforts. Absent any separate
agreement among one or more parties, each party is solely responsible for its own
costs and participation in any cooperative planning effort.

2. Modifications of this MOU will be made by mutual consent of the parties, by the issuance of
a written modification, signed and dated by all parties, prior to any changes being
implemented.
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1. New parties may be added to the MOU by adding the signature of the individual or
an organizational representative. Signatories of this MOU intend the Partnership to
remain open and inclusive of all organizations and individuals who wish to work
cooperatively on meeting native plant materials needs within the Rogue Basin.

2. Any party may terminate their participation in this MOU at any time before the date
of expiration by emailing notice to the RNPP coordinator, if one exists, or to the
Chair or any Co-Chair of  the Steering Committee.

3. This MOU in no way restricts the parties from participating in similar activities with other
public or private agencies, organizations, and individuals.

4. This MOU is neither a fiscal nor a funds obligation document. Any endeavor involving
reimbursement, contribution of resources, or transfer of anything of value between the
parties to this MOU will be handled in accordance with applicable laws, regulations, and
procedures including those for Government procurement and printing. Such endeavors will
be outlined in separate agreements that shall be made in writing by representatives of the
parties and shall be independently authorized by appropriate statutory authority. Specifically,
this instrument does not establish authority for noncompetitive awards to the cooperator or
contractor of any contract or other agreement. Any contract or agreement for training or
other services must fully comply with all applicable competitive bidding requirements.

5. No legal binding agreement is hereby formed or intended. This MOU creates no legally
enforceable rights, expectations, benefits, duties or responsibilities. No Federal Advisory
Committee is hereby formed or intended. Each party is solely responsible for making its
own decisions independently, and no party hereto is an agent for any other party under this
agreement. Any binding agreement among two or more signatories to this MOU will be by
separate agreement between those parties in accordance with the laws and regulations
governing each individual party.

6. Any information furnished to Federal Agencies under this MOU is subject to the Freedom
of  Information Act (5 U.S.C. 552).

7. This MOU is executed as of the last date shown below and expires no later than December
31st 2024 at which time it is subject to review and renewal or expiration.

E. AUTHORITY :
1. No party is delegating to any other party any decision-making authority. Each party will still

be responsible for making decisions concerning land or resources within its jurisdiction

2. The following is a listing of authorities that are applicable to this MOU: the Omnibus
Consolidated Appropriations Act of 1997, Wyden Amendment (Public Law 104-208, Section
124, as amended, Public Law 105-277, Section 136); the Endangered Species Act of 1973, as
amended (16 U.S.C. et. seq.); the Fish and Wildlife Conservation and Water Resource
Developments Coordination Act (PL 85- 624); Oregon Revised Statute 541.388 which
defines watershed councils; the Watershed Restoration and Enhancement Agreement
Authority of FY 1999 and Beyond, Section 323 (a); Flood Control Acts of 1938, 1946, and
1950; Department of  Defense Instruction 4000.19, Aug. 1995..

3. By the authority granted in Oregon Revised Statute (ORS) 190.110 and 283.110, state
agencies may enter into agreements with units of local government or other state agencies
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for the performance of any or all functions and activities that a Party to the agreement, its
officers, or agents have the authority to perform.

F. ROLES & RESPONSIBILITIES:

ORGANIZATION ROLE
City, State, & Federal Agencies

Bureau of  Land
Management,
Cascade-Siskiyou National
Monument

Allow for seed/plant collection case-by-case and permitted as necessary on lands managed by the
Bureau of  Land Management, Cascade-Siskiyou National Monument. Promote and utilize RNPP
resources and serve in an advisory capacity. Host RNPP events case-by-case and permitted as
necessary on lands managed by the Bureau of  Land Management, Cascade-Siskiyou National
Monument.

Bureau of  Land
Management,
Medford District

Allow for seed/plant collection case-by-case and permitted as necessary on lands managed by the
Bureau of  Land Management, Medford District. Promote and utilize RNPP resources and serve
in an advisory capacity. Host RNPP events case-by-case and permitted as necessary on lands
managed by the Bureau of  Land Management, Medford District. Providing access to the Provolt
Seed Orchard property in order to facilitate the cultivation of  native seed increase beds on
approximately 10 acres.

Illinois Valley Soil & Water
Conservation District

Promote and utilize RNPP resources and serve in an advisory capacity. Plant sale partnership and
supporting other events in the Illinois Valley

Jackson Soil and Water
Conservation District

Allow for seed/plant collection case-by-case and permitted as necessary on lands managed by
Jackson Soil and Water Conservation District. Promote and utilize RNPP resources and serve in
an advisory capacity. Host RNPP events case-by-case and permitted as necessary on lands
managed by Jackson Soil and Water Conservation District.

Medford Water Commission

Allow for seed/plant collection case-by-case and permitted as necessary on lands managed by the
Medford Water Commission. Promote and utilize RNPP resources and serve in an advisory
capacity. Host RNPP events case-by-case and permitted as necessary on lands managed by the
Medford Water Commission.

Oregon State Parks and
Recreation Department

Allow for seed/plant collection case-by-case and permitted as necessary on lands managed by the
Oregon State Parks and Recreation Department.

the Oregon Department of
Fish and Wildlife Promote and utilize RNPP resources and serve in an advisory capacity.

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
Promote and utilize RNPP resources and serve in an advisory capacity. Serve on steering
committee. Provide funding case-by-case and permitted as necessary through the Partners for
Fish and Wildlife Program.

USDA Forest Service Allow for seed/plant collection case-by-case and permitted as necessary on lands managed by the
USDA Forest Service. Promote and utilize RNPP resources and serve in an advisory capacity.

Tribal Organizations
Confederated Tribes of  Siletz
Indians

Allow for seed/plant collection case-by-case and permitted as necessary on lands managed by the
Confederated Tribes of  Siletz Indians.

Educational Institutions

Oregon State University
Master Gardener Program,
Jackson County

Allow for seed/plant collection case-by-case and permitted as necessary on lands managed by the
Oregon State University Master Gardener Program, Jackson County. Promote and utilize RNPP
resources and serve in an advisory capacity. Host RNPP events case-by-case and permitted as
necessary on lands managed by the Oregon State University Master Gardener Program.

Oregon State University
SOREC Land Stewards

Allow for seed/plant collection case-by-case and permitted as necessary on lands managed by the
Oregon State University SOREC Land Stewards. Promote and utilize RNPP resources and serve
in an advisory capacity. Host RNPP events case-by-case and permitted as necessary on lands
managed by the Oregon State University SOREC Land Stewards.
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ORGANIZATION ROLE
Non-Profit Organizations
Applegate Partnership and
Watershed Council

Promote and utilize RNPP resources and serve in an advisory capacity. Cooperate with RNPP to
produce and distribute plant materials.

Lomakatsi Restoration
Project

Allow for seed/plant collection case-by-case and permitted as necessary on lands managed by
Lomakatsi Restoration Project. Promote and utilize RNPP resources and serve in an advisory
capacity. Host RNPP events case-by-case and permitted as necessary on lands managed by
Lomakatsi Restoration Project.

Rogue Basin Partnership Promote and utilize RNPP resources and serve in an advisory capacity. Serve as a fiscal Agent.

Selberg Institute & Anna
Mae Ross

Allow for seed/plant collection case-by-case and permitted as necessary on lands managed by the
Selberg Institute & Anna Mae Ross. Promote and utilize RNPP resources and serve in an advisory
capacity. Host RNPP events case-by-case and permitted as necessary on lands managed by the
Selberg Institute & Anna Mae Ross.

Southern Oregon Land
Conservancy

Allow for seed/plant collection case-by-case and permitted as necessary on lands managed by the
Southern Oregon Land Conservancy. Promote and utilize RNPP resources and serve in an advisory
capacity. Host RNPP events case-by-case and permitted as necessary on lands managed by the
Southern Oregon Land Conservancy.

Southern Oregon Seed
Growers Association

Allow for seed/plant collection case-by-case and permitted as necessary on lands managed by the
Southern Oregon Seed Growers Association.

The Freshwater Trust Promote and utilize RNPP resources and serve in an advisory capacity. Cooperate with RNPP to
produce and distribute plant materials.

The Nature Conservancy
in Oregon

Allow for seed/plant collection case-by-case and permitted as necessary on lands managed by The
Nature Conservancy in Oregon. Promote and utilize RNPP resources and serve in an advisory
capacity. Host RNPP events case-by-case and permitted as necessary on lands managed by The
Nature Conservancy in Oregon.

The Understory Initiative Promote and utilize RNPP resources and serve in an advisory capacity. Provide capacity building
and grant-writing services.

Vesper Meadow
Restoration and Education

Allow for seed/plant collection case-by-case and permitted as necessary on lands managed by
Vesper Meadow Restoration and Education. Promote and utilize RNPP resources and serve in an
advisory capacity. Host RNPP events case-by-case and permitted as necessary on lands managed by
Vesper Meadow Restoration and Education.

White Oak Farm &
Education Center

Allow for seed/plant collection case-by-case and permitted as necessary on lands managed by White
Oak Farm & Education Center. Promote and utilize RNPP resources and serve in an advisory
capacity. Host RNPP events case-by-case and permitted as necessary on lands managed by White
Oak Farm & Education Center. Nursery/Grower of  native plants and seeds.
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ORGANIZATION ROLE
Private Organizations and Landowners
Afternoon Zephyr Farm Promote and utilize RNPP resources and serve in an advisory capacity.

Althouse Nursery Promote and utilize RNPP resources and serve in an advisory capacity. Provide native trees and
shrubs to landowners.

Jay Scelza Allow for seed/plant collection case-by-case and permitted as necessary on lands managed by Jay
Scelza.

Long Shadow Fields Promote and utilize RNPP resources and serve in an advisory capacity. Host RNPP events
case-by-case and permitted as necessary on lands managed by Long Shadow Fields.

Pacific Slope Consulting,
LLC

Allow for seed/plant collection case-by-case and permitted as necessary on lands managed by
Pacific Slope Consulting, LLC. Promote and utilize RNPP resources and serve in an advisory
capacity. Host RNPP events case-by-case and permitted as necessary on lands managed by Pacific
Slope Consulting, LLC.

Ridgeline Meadows Farm

Allow for seed/plant collection case-by-case and permitted as necessary on lands managed by
Ridgeline Meadows Farm. Promote and utilize RNPP resources and serve in an advisory capacity.
Host RNPP events case-by-case and permitted as necessary on lands managed by Ridgeline
Meadows Farm.

Silver Springs Nursery Inc. Promote and utilize RNPP resources and serve in an advisory capacity.
Siskiyou Alpaca Promote and utilize RNPP resources and serve in an advisory capacity.

Siskiyou Bio Survey, LLC Promote and utilize RNPP resources and serve in an advisory capacity. Partner in native seed
collecting activities, landscape restoration design and implementation.

Tikkun Olam Research and
Teaching Farm

Allow for seed/plant collection case-by-case and permitted as necessary on lands managed by
Tikkun Olam Research and Teaching Farm. Promote and utilize RNPP resources and serve in an
advisory capacity. Host RNPP events case-by-case and permitted as necessary on lands managed
by Tikkun Olam Research and Teaching Farm. Propagate and research pollinator and riparian
restoration species.
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G. SIGNATURES:
This MOU may be executed in several counterparts (facsimile or otherwise) all of  which when taken
together shall constitute one agreement for all Parties, notwithstanding that all Parties are not signatories to
the same counterpart. Each copy of  this MOU so executed shall constitute an original.

The parties, by execution of  this MOU, hereby acknowledge that their signing representatives have read this
MOU, understand it, have authority to enter into it, and agree to support the goals of  this Partnership.

ROGUE NATIVE PLANT PARTNERSHIP

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING

Signature Page

IN WITNESS of  the above named MOU, _____________________________________________
(Name of  Organization)

agrees to join with other signatories to this MOU to execute this agreement.

Signature  _____________________________________

Name _______________________________________

Title _______________________________________

Date _________________

MOU PARTY REPRESENTATIVE(S) IS/ARE:

(Primary Contact Information)

Name: ____________________________________

Title: _____________________________________

Organization:  ______________________________

Address:  __________________________________

Phone: ___________________

Email: ____________________________________

Include primary contact info in RNPP’s public directory?  Y___ N___
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Appendix II: COVID-19 Safety

COVID-19 Social Distancing Guidelines for RNPP Volunteer Events

Pre-Event Considerations
● Each attendee shall complete a health assessment survey up to 24 hours before the

event in order to determine if  it is safe for them to attend the event.

● Please bring a mask and wear it if  you are working within 6 feet of  another person.

Social Distancing Expectations
● Always maintain a minimum personal space of at least 6 feet. If working in close proximity
(less than 6’), wear a mask.
● Do not carpool to the event with persons outside your household.
● Take into account wind direction and increase personal space accordingly.
● Sneezes & Coughs :Cover mouth and nose with a tissue when/if you sneeze or cough and
dispose of  tissue safely. If  you don’t have a tissue cough or sneeze into your upper sleeve/elbow.
● Always dispose of  your own trash
● Minimize the touching of  your face and wash/sanitize your hands as often as possible
● Be aware of touching common surfaces without gloves. If you touch a surface without
gloves promptly wash/sanitize your hands and sanitize the surface you touched.
● Do not share tools or other equipment with others outside of  your household
● Follow the guidance of event leaders if/when they ask you to follow these
protocols

Resources Available at this RNPP Event
● Hand sanitizer and sanitizing wipes
● Handwashing station
● Restroom

I ___________________________ agree to follow the social distancing guidelines listed above at
all RNPP events. I have also completed and returned the health survey to the event coordinators. If
I am unable to follow these guidelines I understand that I will be asked to leave the event.

Signature ________________________ Date _______________
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RNPP Health Assessment Survey

1. Name * ___________________________________

2. Email *____________________________________

3. Phone number * ____________________________

4. Date of  Event ______________________________

5. Are you experiencing any of  the following? * Check all that apply.
____ Short of  breath at rest
____ Inability to lie down because of  difficulty breathing
____ Chronic health conditions that you are having difficulty managing because of your current respiratory
illness
____ None of  the above
____ Other: ________________________________________________________________________

6. Do you have any of  the following? * Check all that apply.
____ Temperature greater than 100.4 degrees F
____ Cough
____ Shortness of  breath
____ Loss of  smell
____ None of  the above
____ Other:  _______________________________________________________________________

7. In the past 14 days have you had close contact with someone who is confirmed or suspected of
having COVID-19? * Check all that apply.
____ I provided care for the individual, or had similar close physical contact without consistent and
appropriate use of  personal protective equipment (surgical mask or gloves).
____ I live with or otherwise had close contact (within 6 feet) with the person while they were infectious.
____ I had direct contact with infectious bodily fluids of  the person.
____ None of  the above
____ Other:________________________________________________________________________

8.In the past 14 days have you traveled or been in close contact with someone who traveled to any
cities, states, or countries with large COVID-19 outbreaks? *Mark only one.
____ Yes
____ No
____ Maybe

9. Do you agree to follow social distancing guidelines at this event? * Mark only one
____ Yes
____ No
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Appendix III: Seed Distribution Plans

RNPP Forb and Grass Seed Distribution Plan

Goal:
To outline and implement the logistics for the sale of forb and grass seed collected during RNPP activities on
public and private lands.

Background:
Since summer 2017 the RNPP has been facilitating seed collection events on lands managed by RNPP
partner organizations. During these “seed Blitzes” the public is invited to help collect seed as volunteers
under the direct supervision of RNPP’s coordinator and other botanists. The focus of these events is
collecting seeds from forbs and grasses. All previous collections have been cleaned, cataloged, and stored in
the RNPP seed freezer, facilitated and hosted by Kathryn Prive. The seed cleaning resources – seed library
freezer, Office Clipper, screens, etc. – will be moved to the new Selberg Institute building in early 2020 where
it will be available for use by RNPP partners.

Plan Outline:
1. Private and public landowners who allow volunteer seed collection events on their property will agree

to donate half of the forb and grass seed collected by volunteers to the Rogue Native Plant
Partnership seed library.

2. Landowners have first right of refusal to half of the seed collected. If they do not have an immediate
need for the seed, it is recommended  that they donate it to the RNPP’s seed library.

3. All seed donated to the RNPP can be sold during future seed sale events. These seed sales will be
facilitated once or twice annually through the RNPP’s website.

4. The sale of seed through the RNPP seed sale events will help to pay for seed cleaning, seed testing,
and help replenish the Discretionary Fund.

5. All seeds will be stored at the Selberg Institute facility at the Sampson Creek Preserve on Hwy 66,
near Emigrant Lake.

6. At the culmination of each seed sale, RNPP’s coordinator will pull each seed order from the seed
library freezer, update the inventory accordingly, and distribute the seed lots to the purchasers.

7. Restoration plans will be required of all people who wish to purchase seed through the RNPP seed
sales. Restoration plans must be sent to the RNPP Coordinator, who will grant online purchasing
eligibility.

Seed Pricing Logistics Outline:
1. Seeds will be sold by the ounce, with an order minimum of  2oz.
2. Seed sale prices will be determined by rating seed collection and cleaning difficulty. The harder the

seed is to collect and / or clean, the higher the sale price.
3. Larger lots of seed will be sent away for viability testing, and the cost of testing will be incorporated

into the sale price of  seed.
4. Seed viability testing will be paid for from the RNPP discretionary fund, and will be reimbursed from

seed sale funds.
5. Seed lots used for sale at the Spring 2020 Seed Sale may not be sent away for viability testing due to

time restrictions, therefore the cost of  this seed will be lower than future tested seed for sale.
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RNPP Woody Species Seed Distribution Plan

Goal:
To outline and implement the logistics for the sale of woody species seed collected by RNPP facilitated seed
collection activities on public and/or private lands.

Background:
RNPP partners have a need for woody species seeds, particularly for riparian restoration projects. These seeds
are generally harder for volunteers to collect, with access, timing and species populations creating barriers.
Since it is generally easier for 1-2 experienced seed harvesters to target these species for collection, it has
been agreed amongst RNPP partners that a contractor should be hired to collect woody species seeds.

Plan Outline:
1. Private and public landowners who allow for woody species seed collection on their property will

agree to donate the seed collected to the Rogue Native Plant Partnership seed library. All seed
collected via RNPP can be sold during future seed sale events, facilitated once or twice annually
through the RNPP website.

2. The sale of seed through the RNPP seed sale events will help to pay for seed cleaning, seed testing,
and help replenish the Discretionary Fund.

3. All seed will be stored at the Selberg Institute facility at the Sampson Creek Preserve on Hwy 66,
near Emigrant Lake.

4. At the culmination of each seed sale, the RNPP’s coordinator will pull each seed order from the seed
library freezer, update the inventory accordingly, and distribute the seed lots to the purchasers.

5. Restoration plans will be required of all non-growers who wish to purchase seed through the RNPP
seed sales. Restoration plans must be sent to the RNPP Coordinator, who will grant purchasing
eligibility.
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Appendix IV: Office Clipper Instruction Manual

OFFICE CLIPPER INSTRUCTIONS
PLEASE READ ALL INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE USING OFFICE CLIPPER

CLIPPER EQUIPMENT

Clipper trays:
● Large upper chaff tray topped with fine metal mesh (top)
● Small sterile seed draw (middle)
● Cleaned seed tray (bottom)
● Small plastic tub for catching fine dust coming out of siftings chute (left)
● Plastic tub for catching large objects that won’t fit through clipper screens (right)

Clipper screens:
● Two wooden crates with (#) clipper screens ordered by size and style

Hand cleaning screens:
● 4 x framed screens with varying mesh counts
● 3 x white plastic tubs for placing screens on top of while cleaning

Cleaning equipment:
● Small bottle brush for clearing out fine dust chute
● Shop vac lid with bucket
● Dust pan and broom
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SAFETY ADVICE

● Wear gloves and safety glasses while operating the Clipper. Gloves are recommended for
hand cleaning seeds. Some seeds have fine fibers and spikes that can get lodged in your
skin.

● Never put your hands or any other body parts inside any part of the Clipper while it is
operational.

● Always turn the Clipper off before removing any of the trays or screens.

SEED HAND CLEANING INSTRUCTIONS

● Before using the Clipper to clean your seed, most seeds will need to be rough cleaned
using the hand cleaning screens.

● Hand pick out any large stems, leaves or objects that are bulky and easy to remove.
● The goal for hand cleaning is to break up the husks and chaff that are holding onto the

seed.
● Choose a hand cleaning screen that your seed will sift through once it is released from

the husks and chaff. Some seed lots will just need to be sifted, others will need to be
rubbed across the screen with your hands until the husks and chaff are broken down and
the seed sifts through.

HOW TO USE THE CLIPPER
SET UP:

1. While the Clipper is turned off, make sure all trays and chaff catching containers are in
place and that clipper is clean.

2. Choose appropriate upper and lower cleaning screens and install them, making sure to
secure in place with clamp.

FAN SPEED:
3. To adjust the fan speed, unscrew the nob on the left side of the clipper that is holding a

metal sheet tight. Slide the metal sheet forward or backward, lining up with the
indicators for low, middle or high fan speed. The heavier the seed, the higher you can set
the fan setting. Very fine seed should be on a low fan setting.

TURN IT ON:
4. Turn the Clipper on using the black switch on the right side.

CLEANING SEED:
5. Once you are ready to start cleaning seed, pour roughly half a cup of uncleaned seed at

a time onto the upper section of the top screen that is shifting back and forth. Keep
regularly pouring this amount of seed onto the top screen to get even coverage, and
make sure it’s not clumping up on the top screen and getting overloaded.

6. During the early stages of cleaning your seed, it is advisable to turn the Clipper off and
check to see what is being blown into each different chaff draw. Make sure it is mostly
light chaff being blown into the top draw, sterile / dud seed in the small draw, fine dust
coming out the side chute, and clean seed dropping into the bottom tray. Also make sure
that seed is actually dropping through the top screen, but not the bottom screen.
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TURNING OFF & CLEANING:

7. When you have finished cleaning one type of seed, and when you have completely
finished using the Clipper, clean the clipper out by emptying all of the chaff trays and
using the shop vac to remove all dust, seeds and chaff stuck in the internal working parts
of the Clipper. Use both the suction and blow settings on the shop vac.

TIPS FOR USING THE CLIPPER

● FOR CHOOSING SCREENS: When choosing the right screens to use for cleaning seeds,
test out both the top and bottom screens by dropping some of your uncleaned seed on
top of the screen and shaking it gently over a plastic tub. Experiment with different
screen sizes and hole shapes until you have selected a top (scalping) and bottom (sifting)
screen

o Top (scalping) screen: Your seed should drop easily through the top screen. The
goal is to find the screen with the smallest holes that will still allow all the seed
to fall through to the bottom screen while removing as much large chaff as
possible.

o Bottom (sifting) screen: Your seed should not drop through (get caught) in the
bottom screen. Your goal is to choose a screen that catches all the seed but
allows dust and finer particles to fall through the screen. It is also important to
choose a sifting screen that allows your seed to pass through the blower chute.

● CHECK FOR OLD CHAFF & SEED: When you first turn the Clipper on, and before you start
pouring your seed onto the top screen, take a look in the trays and see if any seed or
chaff from previous cleaning sessions is being blown out. If so, the Clipper needs to be
cleaned more.

● ORDER OF SEEDS TO BE CLEANED: If cleaning a few different kinds of seeds, clean the
larger seeds first, and smallest seeds towards the end of your cleaning session, to avoid
contaminating the larger seeds with finer seeds.

● EMPTY CHAFF CATCHERS REGULARLY: When cleaning a large amount of seed, always
make sure to clean out chaff draws regularly so that they don’t get overloaded. Use the
small bottle brush to clean out the left side chute where fine dust comes out, as the dust
sometimes builds up to the point of blockage.

● CLEANING SEED THOROUGHLY: Certain seeds may need to be run through the Clipper
multiple times to get them suitably clean.
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INTERNAL DIAGRAM
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CLIPPER CLEANING CHECKLIST PROCEDURE

**Please check off each step & sign out after each seed cleaning session**

Clean the Clipper in between cleaning different seeds, and when you have finished your whole
seed cleaning session.

❏ Remove all trays, draws, screens and catchment containers and clean with brush.
❏ Once screens are cleaned, place them back in the appropriate storage box in the correct

order.
❏ Use the shop vac on the suction setting to clean up chaff and seeds still sitting inside the

Clipper and the chutes, and around the outside of the Clipper.
❏ If the suction setting is not dislodging all chaff and seeds, move the Clipper to a doorway

or outside and use the shop vac’s blow setting to blow any chaff and seed out of the
clipper and around the outside of the Clipper.

❏ Once the Clipper is thoroughly cleaned of all chaff, dust and seeds, sweep all areas
where seed has been cleaned and dispose of sweepings into a bin.

❏ Reattach the trays and draws to the Clipper, replace the catchment containers, and place
the Clipper back in its storage area.

❏ Ensure all cleaning tools and other items are placed back where you found them.

Name: ______________________________

Organization: _________________________

Date: __________________

Notes:
______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________
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Appendix V: Seed Production Business Plan

Native Seed Production Business Plan

Developed by: Kathryn Prive & the staff at The Understory Initiative

Executive Summary

This business plan was developed to help land managers appropriately plan their future
seeding efforts both in terms of time management and seed-cost projections by taking into
account the full life cycle of seed production. We hope this business plan will also help local
farmers have realistic expectations about seed pricing and production timelines.
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Introduction

Native seed is the currency of ecological restoration. Producing genetically appropriate
seed lots is crucial to restoration success. Native seed production is a complex process that
requires long-term planning, innovation, adaptive management, and strong partnerships
between local growers, restoration practitioners, landowners, and other stakeholders. As
human-caused climate change, development, wildfires, and other disturbance regimes
continue to threaten ecosystems in the Rogue basin, a concerted effort to clarify and
streamline native seed production in our area is needed.

In this document, we attempt to summarize the processes involved with producing native
seeds for ecological restoration in the Rogue Basin and their associated timelines and cost
projections. Several collection and production “tracks” are possible for any given species
each utilizing a combination of wild-collected seed and small- to large-scale grow-outs to
produce native seed.

This business plan focuses on local seed production. Contracting with local seed growers is
important because it provides a viable revenue stream for farmers while allowing for the
production of large quantities of seed. However, there are some species that Rogue Valley
farmers lack the capacity and/or resources to grow at a large scale. For this reason, we have
developed one “track” that relies on outsourcing to larger production facilities elsewhere in
the Pacific Northwest. As a general rule in the industry, such production with non-local
farmers is possible for 3-5 years without compromising the local adaptation of these plants
and their seeds.
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Tracks at a glance:

Track Name Average
Timeline Plot Size

Pounds
Produced

(range)

Price per
Pound (low
estimate)

Price per
Pound (high

estimate)

Outsourced Large
Scale Production 3-4 years 1/4 acre + 50-500 + $34 - $87

Stair-Step for Large
Scale Production 4-5 years

less than 1/10th acre
then 1/4 acre + 50-500 + $37 - $154

Medium Scale
Production 3-4 years 1/10th acre - 1/3 acre 5-49 $118 - $649

Grant-Subsidized
Diversity Species
Production 3-4 years less than 1/10th acre 0.5-8 $452 - $7,200

Wild Seed Collection 1-2 years NA 1-15 $54 - $1,327

Notes: Cost projections are based on minimum and maximum cost scenarios. Any given species
could fall anywhere on this cost spectrum. In general, grasses would incur lower costs per pound
and forbs would incur higher costs per pound. In some cases, more than one year of seed collection
will be needed to secure enough foundation seed for a grow-out. For some species, peak seed
production will occur 2-3 years after sowing and this will increase the overall timeline of the project.
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Track 1: Outsourced Large Seedlots

Summary
Species on this track are the most economical to produce at a large scale (¼-acre or
larger plot) and often require outsourcing to large seed production facilities in other
parts of the Pacific Northwest. These species have the lowest cost per pound of any
production track and may make up a larger portion of a given seed mix (by volume).

Cost analysis

Outsourced Large Seedlots - Cost projections (per species)

Item Timeline Unit
Min
Qty

Max
Qty Unit Cost Min Total Max Total

Project planning & species
prioritization Year 1 Hours 4 8 $37.00 $148.00 $296.00

Population scouting Year 1 Hours 4 8 $37.00 $148.00 $296.00

Seed collection & cleaning Year 1 Hours 20 30 $37.00 $740.00 $1,110.00

Seed testing Year 1 Service 2 2 $90.00 $180.00 $180.00

Secure and manage
funding for large-scale
production Year 1 or 2 Hours 8 12 $37.00 $296.00 $444.00

Large-scale farmer
recruitment & contracting Year 2 or 3 Hours 4 8 $37.00 $148.00 $296.00

Seed increase contract for
greater than 1/4 acre Year 2 or 3 Pounds 500 50 $30.00 $15,000.00 $1,500.00

Seed distribution to
end-users Year 3 or 4 Hours 6 6 $37.00 $222.00 $222.00

TOTALS $16,882.00 $4,344.00

Pounds
produced

500 50

Overall
cost/lb

$33.76 $86.88
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Species selection criteria
Candidate species meet some or all of the following criteria:
❏ A common “workhorse” species used in a variety of contexts and habitats
❏ There is consistent demand for large quantities (100s of pounds every year)

of this species
❏ Can be wild collected locally in large enough quantities (e.g. 1 lb Pure Live

Seed) within two seasons or less to initiate seed increase on a large scale
❏ High-precision seed cleaning and seed viability testing are required before

the seed is delivered to the grower

Production timeline

Year 1 – Collection and Production
Development/Initiation

Year 3 – If needed for perennials

Winter
Project planning & species prioritization
Secure funding for collection, cleaning and

grow-out

Spring
Population scouting
Farmer recruitment & grower contracting

Summer/Fall
Seed collection & cleaning
Seed testing & treatment
Bed prep & sowing

Winter
Seed cleaning & testing

Spring
Weed management
Plot assessment & adaptive management

Summer/Fall
Seed lot harvest and cleaning
Seed testing
Follow up seeding/plugs in bed gaps

Year 2 – Implement Lessons Learned,
Increased Production Efficiency

Year 4 – If needed for perennials

Winter
Weed management

Spring
Weed management
Plot assessment & adaptive management

Summer/Fall
Seed lot harvest and cleaning
Seed testing
Follow up seeding/plugs in bed gaps

Winter
Weed management

Spring
Weed management
Plot assessment & adaptive management

Summer/Fall
Seed lot harvest and cleaning and testing
Seed distribution to end-users
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Track 2: Medium Scale Production with Local
Farmers

Summary
Species on this track are grown in plots between 1/10th of an acre and ¼ acre.
These species are generally only found in a subset of habitats (e.g. wetlands) and/or
are very small-seeded and constitute a small proportion of a given seed mix (by
volume). Demand for these species is moderate (~ tens of pounds per year) and
wild populations may be relatively hard to come by and/or there is a danger of
over-collecting.

Cost analysis

Medium Scale Seedlots - Cost Projections (per species)

Item Timeline Unit
Min
Qty

Max
Qty Unit Cost Min Total

Max
Total

Project planning & species
prioritization Year 1 Hours 4 8 $37.00 $148.00 $296.00

Population scouting Year 1 Hours 4 8 $37.00 $148.00 $296.00

Seed collection & cleaning Year 1 Hours 20 30 $37.00 $740.00 $1,110.00

Seed testing Year 1 Service 2 2 $90.00 $180.00 $180.00

Secure and manage funding
for seed production Year 1 or 2 Hours 8 12 $37.00 $296.00 $444.00

Farmer recruitment &
contracting Year 2 or 3 Hours 4 8 $37.00 $148.00 $296.00

Seed increase contract for
<1/10th acre > 1/3 acre Year 2 or 3 Pounds 49 5 $80.00 $3,920.00 $400.00

Seed distribution to
end-users Year 3 or 4 Hours 6 6 $37.00 $222.00 $222.00

TOTALS $5,802.00 $3,244.00

Pounds
produced

49 5

Overall
cost/lb

$118.41 $648.80
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Species selection criteria
Candidate species meet some or all of the following criteria:
❏ Wild populations are at risk of being negatively impacted by intensive seed

collection efforts
❏ Species is only found in a small subset of habitats and/or is relatively

uncommon in general
❏ There is moderate but consistent demand for the species and/or the species

is crucial for certain management objectives
❏ Species is small-seeded and/or only constitutes a very small proportion of a

typical seed mix (by volume)
❏ Requires a mix of mechanical and handwork to harvest and clean
❏ Production at a larger scale is either not necessary or impractical
❏ A farmer has been identified who is willing and able to successfully manage

the subject species on a small scale (1/10th acre or less)

Production timeline

Year 1 – Planning & Collection Year 3 – If needed for perennials

Winter
Project planning & species prioritization
Secure funding for collection cleaning and

grow-out

Spring
Population scouting
Farmer recruitment & grower contracting

Summer/Fall
Seed collection & cleaning
Seed testing & treatment
Bed prep & sowing

Winter
Seed cleaning & testing

Spring
Weed management
Plot assessment & adaptive management

Summer/Fall
Seed lot harvest and cleaning
Seed testing
Follow up seeding/plugs in bed gaps

Year 2 – Implement Lessons Learned Year 4 – If needed for perennials

Winter
Weed management

Spring
Weed management
Plot assessment & adaptive management

Summer/Fall
Seed lot harvest and cleaning
Seed testing
Follow up seeding/plugs in bed gaps

Winter
Weed management

Spring
Weed management
Plot assessment & adaptive management

Summer/Fall
Seed lot harvest and cleaning and testing
Seed distribution to end-users
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Track 3: Stair Step for Large-Scale Production

Summary
The stair-step model is meant to utilize local, small-scale grow outs (less than a
1/10th acre) to scale up the quantity of foundation seed available. After one to
three years of production locally, the seeds harvested by the small-scale grower will
be sent to a seed producer who operates on a large scale (⅓-acre production beds
and above) and grown for an additional 1-3 years. Species to consider for this track
are those that are difficult to wild-collect and are in high demand. This approach
requires up to 6 years to produce the end seed lot (for some perennial species).
This longer production timeline and multiple sowing/harvest cycles may also allow
for some unintended genetic shifts. These two downsides need to be weighed
against the benefits of producing species where the foundation seed availability is a
limiting factor and the species is in high demand.

Species selection criteria
Candidate species meet some or all of the following criteria:
❏ Multiple seasons of wild seed collection is required to collect enough clean

seed for a 1/10th-acre production plot
❏ Wild populations are at risk of being negatively impacted by seed collection

efforts
❏ Species is a relatively common component of the reference plant community
❏ Species can be mechanically harvested at a larger scale
❏ Larger scale production would result in lower prices per pound
❏ A large scale grower with a track record of growing subject species has been

identified and is willing to produce it at the needed scale
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Cost Analysis
Stair Step for Large-Scale Production - Cost projections (per species)

Item Timeline Unit
Min
Qty

Max
Qty Unit Cost Min Total Max Total

Project planning & species
prioritization Year 1 Hours 4 8 $37.00 $148.00 $296.00

Population scouting Year 1 Hours 4 8 $37.00 $148.00 $296.00

Farmer recruitment & grower
contracting Year 1 Hours 10 10 $37.00 $370.00 $370.00

Seed collection & cleaning Year 1 Hours 20 30 $37.00 $740.00 $1,110.00

Seed testing & treatment Year 1 Service 2 2 $90.00 $180.00 $180.00

Grower Incentive payment Year 1 Service 1 1 $500.00 $500.00 $500.00

Seed increase contract for >
1/10th acre Year 1-3 Pounds 1.5 5 $500.00 $750.00 $2,500.00

Phase one cost/lb subtotals $1,890.67 $1,050.40

Secure and manage funding
for large-scale production

Year 2 or
3 Hours 8 12 $37.00 $296.00 $444.00

Large-scale farmer
recruitment & contracting

Year 2 or
3 Hours 4 8 $37.00 $148.00 $296.00

Seed increase contract for
> 1/4 acre

Year 2 or
3 Pounds 500 50 $30.00 $15,000.00 $1,500.00

Seed distribution to
end-users

Year 4 or
5 Hours 6 6 $37.00 $222.00 $222.00

TOTALS $18,502.00 $7,714.00

Overall
cost/lb

$37.00 $154.28
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Production Timeline – Stair Step Production

Phase 1 – Small-scale production Phase 2 – Large-scale production

Year 1 – Collection and Production
Development/Initiation

Year 3 – Scale up to
Larger Production Beds

Winter
Project planning & species prioritization
Secure funding for Phase 1

Spring
Population scouting
Farmer recruitment & grower contracting

Summer/Fall
Seed collection & cleaning
Seed testing & treatment
Bed prep & sowing

Winter
Seed cleaning & testing
Secure/coordinate funding for large-scale

production
Large-scale farmer recruitment &

contracting

Spring
Deliver seed lots to large scale grower

Summer/Fall
Phase 2 sowing

Year 2 – Implement Lessons Learned,
Increased Production Efficiency

Year 4 – Implement Large Scale
Production Lessons Learned,

Increased Production Efficiency

Winter
Weed management

Spring
Weed management
Plot assessment & adaptive management

Summer/Fall
Seed lot harvest and cleaning
Seed testing

Winter
Weed management

Spring
Weed management
Plot assessment & adaptive management

Summer/Fall
Seed lot harvest and cleaning
Seed distribution to end-users
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Track 4: Grant-Subsidized Diversity Species (Small
seed lots)

Summary
Species on this track are typically less common and/or difficult and time-consuming
to produce at scale. These dynamics lead to a very high seed cost (greater than
$500/lb) and are meant to meet low/specialized demand.

Cost analysis

Grant Subsidized Diversity Species (small seed lots) - Cost Projections (per species)

Item Timeline Unit
Min
Qty

Max
Qty Unit Cost Min Total Max Total

Project planning &
species prioritization Year 1 Hours 4 8 $37.00 $148.00 $296.00

Population scouting Year 1 Hours 8 12 $37.00 $296.00 $444.00

Seed collection &
cleaning Year 1 Hours 20 40 $37.00 $740.00 $1,480.00

Seed testing* Year 1 Service 2 2 $90.00 $180.00 $180.00

Secure and manage
funding for seed
production Year 1 or 2 Hours 8 12 $37.00 $296.00 $444.00

Farmer recruitment &
contracting Year 2 or 3 Hours 8 12 $37.00 $296.00 $444.00

Seed increase contract
for less than 1/10th
acre Year 2 or 3 Pounds 8 0.5 $180.00 $1,440.00 $90.00

Seed distribution to
end-users Year 3 or 4 Hours 6 6 $37.00 $222.00 $222.00

TOTALS $3,618.00 $3,600.00

Pounds
produced

8.0 0.5

Overall
cost/lb

$452.25 $7,200.00
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Species selection criteria
Candidate species meet some or all of the following criteria:
❏ Wild populations are at risk of being negatively impacted by intensive seed

collection efforts
❏ Species is only found in a small subset of habitats and/or is relatively

uncommon in general
❏ Species is very slow to produce seed crops
❏ Hand harvesting or other time-intensive process is required to agriculturally

produce this species on any scale
❏ Species plays an important ecological role and/or is associated with other

priority organisms
❏ Grant subsidization for this species is available
❏ A farmer has been identified who is willing and able to successfully manage

the subject species on a small scale (1/10th acre or less)

Production timeline

Year 1-Planning and Collection Year 3-If needed for perennials

Winter
Project planning & species prioritization
Secure funding for collection cleaning and
grow-out

Spring
Population scouting
Farmer recruitment & grower contracting

Summer/Fall
Seed collection & cleaning
Seed testing & treatment
Bed prep & sowing

Winter
Seed cleaning & testing

Spring
Weed management
Plot assessment & adaptive
management

Summer/Fall
Seed lot harvest and cleaning
Seed testing
Follow up seeding/plugs in bed gaps

Year 2-Implement Lessons Learned Year 4-If needed for perennials

Winter
Weed management
Plug planting if useful for species

Spring
Weed management
Plot assessment & adaptive management

Summer/Fall
Seed lot harvest, cleaning and testing
Follow up seeding/plugs in bed gaps

Winter
Weed management

Spring
Weed management
Plot assessment & adaptive
management

Summer/Fall
Seed harvest, cleaning, and testing
Seed distribution to end-users
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Track 5: Wild Collection Seedlots

Summary

Species on this track are those that are abundant and easy to wild collect and/or are only
needed in small quantities year to year. Species on this track are also typically slow to reach
reproductive maturity and are therefore expensive to have in production.

Cost analysis

Wild Collection Seedlots - Cost Projections (per species)

Item Timeline Unit
Min
Qty

Max
Qty Unit Cost Min Total Max Total

Project planning & species
prioritization Year 1 Hours 2 4 $37.00 $74.00 $148.00

Population scouting Year 1 Hours 2 4 $37.00 $74.00 $148.00

Seed collection & cleaning Year 1 Hours 10 20 $37.00 $370.00 $740.00

Seed testing* Year 1 Service 2 2 $90.00 $180.00 $180.00

Seed distribution to
end-users Year 1 or 2 Hours 3 3 $37.00 $111.00 $111.00

Pure live seed (PLS) weight Year 1 Pounds 15 1

TOTALS $809.00 $1,327.00

Pounds
produced

15.0 1

Overall
cost/lb

$53.93 $1,327.00

Species selection criteria
Candidate species meet some or all of the following criteria:
❏ Species is abundant on several local collection sites
❏ There is a low chance of impacting natural recruitment by collecting seed

repeatedly from the collection sites
❏ It is not economically viable to produce this species agriculturally
❏ Species is slow to produce seed crops
❏ Hand harvesting or other time-intensive process is required to agriculturally

produce this species on any scale
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❏ Species plays an important ecological role and/or is associated with other
priority organisms

Production timeline

Year 1-Planning and Collection

Winter
Project planning & species prioritization
Secure funding for collection cleaning and grow-out

Spring
Population scouting
Farmer recruitment & grower contracting

Summer/Fall
Seed collection & cleaning
Seed testing
Seed distribution to end-users

Example Seed Mixes

Riparian Habitat: Example Seed Mix

Species Name Track # Production Class
Species
Price/lb

Percent
of  Mix

Mix
Price/lb

Achillea millefolium Track 1 Outsourced large seed lots $75.00 1% $107.55

Achnatherum lemmonii Track 1 Outsourced large seed lots $65.00 22%

Danthonia californica Track 1 Outsourced large seed lots $55.00 14%

Festuca roemeri Track 1 Outsourced large seed lots $75.00 14%

Asclepias speciosa Track 3 Medium scale $75.00 12%

Clarkia purpurea Track 3 Medium scale $200.00 3%

Eriophyllum lanatum Track 3 Medium scale $200.00 6%

Gilia capitata Track 3 Medium scale $75.00 10%

Madia elegans/gracilis Track 3 Medium scale $250.00 4%

Amsinckia menziesii Track 3 Medium scale $250.00 7%

Achyrachaena mollis Track 5 Wild collection $175.00 7%

Dodecathion hendersonii* Track 5 Wild collection $175.00 1%
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Oak Woodland / Grassland Habitat: Example Seed Mix

Species Name Track # Production Class
Species
Price/lb

Percent
of  Mix

Mix
Price/lb

Achillea millefolium Track 1 Outsourced large seed lots $75.00 1% $119.85

Achnatherum lemmonii Track 1 Outsourced large seed lots $65.00 19%

Elymus elymoides Track 1 Outsourced large seed lots $75.00 5%

Festuca idahoensis Track 1 Outsourced large seed lots $65.00 15%

Asclepias fascicularis Track 3 Medium scale $75.00 10%

Asclepias speciosa Track 3 Medium scale $75.00 10%

Clarkia purpurea Track 3 Medium scale $200.00 7%

Clarkia rhomboidea Track 3 Medium scale $200.00 3%

Eriophyllum lanatum Track 3 Medium scale $200.00 2%

Gilia capitata Track 3 Medium scale $75.00 7%

Grindelia nana Track 3 Medium scale $75.00 4%

Amsinckia menziesii Track 3 Medium scale $250.00 2%

Lupinus albifrons Track 3 Medium scale $75.00 2%

Lupinus bicolor Track 3 Medium scale $75.00 2%

Madia elegans Track 3 Medium scale $75.00 1%

Agoseris grandiflora Track 4 Diversity species $500.00 5%

Monardella villosa Track 4 Diversity species $500.00 1%

Achyrachena mollis Track 5 Wild collection $175.00 3%

Dichelostemma spp. Track 5 Wild collection $200.00 1%
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Appendix VI: RNPP Climate Adaptation Strategy

RNPP and Climate Change Adaptation

The Rogue Native Plant Partnership’s mission is to increase the abundance and diversity of

native plant materials to support ecosystem restoration in the Rogue River Basin of Southwest

Oregon. It is widely recognized and accepted that the Rogue Basin will become hotter and drier

in the near future due to climate change. Restoration of ecosystems is challenging even under

predictable climate conditions, and with more variability expected, deliberate measures need to

be implemented to ensure that the ecosystem services provided by native plant communities

are sustained.

RNPP’s Climate Adaptation Goals:

● Increase the diversity of species available for use in restoration projects to support

development of adaptive and diverse plant communities.

● Increase the genetic diversity available within specific species being utilized for

restoration to increase adaptive response and long-term resilience within restored plant

communities.

● Strategically collect and propagate native species from adjacent regions where the

phenotypes are already adapted to drier conditions and thus more likely to persist and

thrive under future climate conditions and pest pressures.

● Increase awareness about the impacts climate change can have on native plant

communities

● Develop, communicate and implement best practices as they relate to assisted migration

and propagation of native plant seed and stock for use in habitat restoration.

Actions:

● Identify priority species for assisted migration efforts

● Identify species locally likely to be negatively impacted by climate change and those

likely to benefit from it.

● Develop protocols and practices to promote interspecies genetic diversity within seed

and plant materials supply chains.

● Assist in coordinating the propagation of genetically diverse seed and plant materials

within the Rogue basin

● Assist in development of supply chains for Rogue basin-appropriate species at locations

outside the Rogue basin where increased scale and pace are possible.

● Implement and monitor pilot projects to assess the viability of plant materials sourced

from outside the Rogue Basin for fit with climate adaptation and restoration goals.
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Appendix VII: RNPP 5-Year Strategic Plan

Prepared by Kathryn Prive & Tuula Rebhahn
December 2020
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Partner Organizations

Federal Non-Government
BLM Medford District Applegate Partnership and Watershed Council
Fish and Wildlife Service Butte Falls Charter School
Forest Service Freshwater Trust
J. Herbert Stone Nursery Illinois Valley Soil and Water Conservation District
Natural Resources Conservation Service Pollinator Project Rogue Valley
US Army Corps of  Engineers Lomakatsi Restoration Project

Rogue Basin Partnership
State & Tribal Rogue River Watershed Council
City Of  Medford Rogue Valley Farm to Schools
Oregon Department of  Agriculture Selberg Institute
Oregon Department Of  Transportation Seven Basins Watershed Council
Oregon State Parks Southern Oregon Land Conservancy
OSU Extension Southern Oregon Monarch Advocates
Rogue Valley Sewer Services Southern Oregon Seed Growers Association
Cow Creek Tribe SW Oregon Pollinator Collaborative

The Nature Conservancy
Private
Althouse Nursery
Hedgerow Farms
Kenagy Family Farms
Klamath-Siskiyou Native Seeds
NatureLee Inspired Nursery
Plant Oregon
Silver Springs Nursery
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Introduction
There is an increasing demand in the Rogue Basin for locally sourced native plant materials. These
native species are needed to restore ecosystems after wildfire and other disturbance, provide habitat
for pollinators and wildlife and deliver ecosystem services. Unfortunately, this growing demand is
not always met with the appropriate supply of native plant materials. This deficit has negative
impacts on wildlife, pollinators, recreation, and limits the pace and scale of  restoration efforts.

Despite the growing need for native plant materials, land managers face numerous barriers to
sourcing genetically appropriate native plant materials. The planning and coordination required to
successfully source and produce appropriate native plant materials is complex and time consuming.
In order to produce these plants and seeds, project plans and species priorities must be established,
seed must be collected from the wild, and a contract must be drafted to have the plants grown out.
This production cycle can take two to three years to complete, and is often outside the scope or
timing requirements of many funding sources and grant programs. In addition, many restoration
practitioners see year-to-year fluctuations in their budgets, while severe fire and flooding events
make multi-year planning difficult.

Native plant materials production similarly presents unique challenges to growers. The grow-out
phase often requires a multi-year commitment from growers and a willingness to experiment with
propagation protocols for new species. In addition, to grow speciose and genetically appropriate
plants and seeds, which are required for effective restoration activities, small lots are often required.
These small lots are less desirable to growers because of the added risk and complexity of managing
many different species as opposed to a few common ones. Lastly, climatic shifts and unpredictability
increase the risks of failure in the production setting. These challenges often make it difficult for
growers to achieve a stable business strategy and may also deter new farms from expanding into the
native plant production business.

Because of this intricacy, it is often far easier for land managers and growers to rely on a few
“workhorse species” that are moderately appropriate in a wide range of scenarios, than it is to source
and grow the right species for each site. It is becoming clear, however, that this simplistic approach,
based on a few common species, does not adequately support pollinators and other wildlife, and may
inadvertently reduce resiliency to future climate regimes and lower biodiversity on public and private
lands.

About the RNPP
The Rogue Native Plant Partnership (RNPP) is composed of state and federal agencies,
non-government entities, private growers, and members of the public. This partnership aims to
simplify the native plant procurement process for its partner organizations through collaboration
and information sharing.
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Since August 2016, this diverse group of agencies, private growers, non-government entities, and
individuals in the Rogue Basin have been working together to better meet native plant materials
needs in the region.

Our Mission
To facilitate diverse resilient ecosystems in tandem with a more robust native plant materials
economy in the Rogue Basin by taking on many of the challenges in the native plant procurement
process.

Accomplishments Thus Far

Planning coordination & information sharing
1. Since its establishment in the fall of 2016, the Rogue Native Plant Partnership (RNPP) has

developed into a diverse group of stakeholders with over 40 organizations regularly
participating in meetings, seed collection, and planting events. The RNPP’s many
achievements are a testament to the dedication and vision of its founding partners. The
combination of a growing ethic of collaboration among an increasingly diverse partner base,
funding for group coordination and activities from the Bureau of Land Management, United
States Forest Service, US Fish & Wildlife Service, The Nature Conservancy, Oregon State
Parks, and fiscal sponsorship and technical support from Rogue Basin Partnership has
allowed the Rogue Native Plant Partnership to become what it is today.

2. A Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) document was drafted, vetted, and distributed
for signature among RNPP’s members in spring of 2019. In sum, 32 organizations (9 city
state and federal agencies, 3 tribal and educational institutions, 11 non-profits, and 10 private
organizations and landowners) agreed to participate in the agreement. The last signature on
this agreement was received in October of 2019. The purpose of this MOU is to formalize
the cooperative effort among the Rogue Native Plant Partnership’s member organizations
and meet commonly held goals.

3. The RNPP has cultivated a growing email list of over 265 contacts (double from this time
last year). This email list is used to inform member organizations and individuals about
upcoming meetings, events, and relevant opportunities.

4. The RNPP’s website (www.roguenativeplants.org) has been further developed and includes
information about RNPP’s mission, an up-to-date meeting and events calendar, a document
library containing native plant related resources, meeting agendas, notes, and slideshows, as
well as online marketplace to purchase native plants and seeds.

Habitat-specific species priorities
5. In order to better inform growers of local demand and advise land managers on appropriate

species mixes, a sub-committee was formed to guide the development of habitat and
species-specific priorities for the Rogue Basin. A species ranking system was developed to
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allow local experts to provide their recommendations for which species should be
prioritized. The ranking system was developed by gathering historical species lists from
within each of the ten level IV ecoregions delineated in the Rogue Basin, then organizing
these species lists into habitat-specific tables. Each expert was asked to rank species on their
importance for restoration, current commercial availability, storage life, ease of production
and wild collection.

Facilitation of  grow-out contracts
6. In March 2019 the RNPP created a system to support growers and restoration practitioners

by providing bridge funding to buffer timing-related challenges during the plant
procurement process. In order to provide fair and transparent access to RNPP discretionary
funds (generated through plant and seed sales) a formal application and grading system was
developed. Through this system, RNPP partner organizations could apply for a 1-year bridge
loan in order to start the native plant propagation process while they waited for internal
funding for their project to become available. The intent of this program is to allow for more
long-term planning on the part of land managers and to provide growers with up-front
payment for plant production costs.

7. RNPP’s coordinator worked with several local growers and land managers to develop a new
hybrid contracting model. This seed-increase contract was crafted in a way that guarantees
each farmer a portion of their bid upfront to cover the costs of bed prep and plot
maintenance, in addition to a price per pound of seed produced. This hybrid style contract
has already provided several novice growers with enough security to begin growing native
species for the first time while also incentivizing the production of as much seed as possible.
In addition to the hybrid contracting model, RNPP’s coordinator is also available to provide
each grower with technical assistance and access to RNPP’s seed cleaning equipment.

Coordination of  seed collection and cleaning efforts among partner organizations
8. For many RNPP partner organizations, wild seed collection is often too labor intensive and

costly to manage in-house. In an effort to alleviate some of these challenges, RNPP’s
coordinator has organized and led several volunteer seed collection events, or “seed blitzes”
aimed at reducing seed collection costs and increasing the availability and diversity of
foundation seed in the Rogue Basin. Each year since 2018, three to five separate
volunteer-led seed collection events were organized with an average attendance of 12
volunteers collecting 6 different native species per event. In addition to lowering wildland
seed collection costs for RNPP’s partner organizations, these events also provided
educational and networking opportunities for all attendees.

Seed Cleaning Protocol Development
9. Seed collected in the field contains stems, weed seeds, and other floral parts that need to be

removed (cleaned) before the seed can be safely stored or used for propagation. Seed
cleaning is a time consuming process because each species requires a multi-step process with
different equipment and/or techniques to remove unwanted material from the collections. In
order to make future seed cleaning efforts more efficient, specific information about the
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threshing techniques, sizes of screens used, and blower speed were recorded for each species
cleaned. These data will be compiled into a user-friendly document that can be shared with
other partner organizations and increase the effectiveness of local seed cleaning efforts. The
publication of  this document is planned for spring 2021.

RNPP Seed Library Creation
10. Another accomplishment was the creation of the RNPP’s seed library. This library contains

information about where each seed lot was collected, the date of collection, and the quantity
of seed on hand. This seed library, in conjunction with seed lots made available by the
Bureau of Land Management and other partner organizations, will provide a greater diversity
of  local seed sources for restoration projects.

Native plant and seed sales
11. The RNPP also successfully coordinates yearly native plant sales. These native plant sales

allow members of the public to purchase a variety of native species from a number of local
wholesale growers through a centralized online store. These sales have provided the public
with access to over 33 different native species of forbs, grasses, shrubs and trees and allowed
local growers to easily access a new retail market. Additionally, these sales have the benefit of
encouraging more people to use native species in their landscaping, while providing a venue
for educating the public about the importance of habitat restoration and native species
conservation. These sales also have the benefit of generating income that the RNPP can use
to fund its programming.

12. The RNPP annual fall seed sale has been equally successful. These seed sales have made
many more species available to local restoration practitioners and private landowners in the
Rogue Basin, while utilizing excess seed. These sales also have the benefit of generating
income that the RNPP can use to fund its programming.

Technical assistance to land managers, growers, and the public
13. In January 2019, the RNPP launched an online resources library

(www.roguenativeplants.org/rnpp- resources-library). This searchable online library is a
curated collection of nearly 80 different documents covering topics such as ecological
restoration, seed cleaning, native plant production, pollinators, invasive species management,
and species specific fact sheets. Web visitors can easily browse the library, read document
summaries, and download the full pdf. This library also hosts RNPP meeting notes and
slideshows. It is anticipated that this library will continue to grow in the future.

14. In addition to the resources library, RNPP has also developed a blog with the purpose of
describing the on-the-ground work being done and detailing lessons learned. This blog can
be viewed here: www.roguenativeplants.org/rnpp-blog.
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Identified Unmet Needs

The Rogue Native Plant Partnership was formed after identifying several unmet needs in the region
around the procurement, development and distribution of native plant materials. Although our work
thus far has begun to address these needs, as we continue to dialogue with stakeholders, we are also
more clearly identifying the area in which more work is necessary.

1. Need for improvement in communication and coordination among local growers, land
managers, and restoration practitioners. Without a forum for agencies and landowners to
share information about their restoration needs, local seed growers may or may not produce
an adequate quantity and diversity of  native seeds to meet those needs.

2. Improved information on availability and sourcing options for genetically appropriate seeds
and other plant materials for grow-outs.

3. Additional technical and financial support to local native plant and seed producers. Putting
new fields into production for native species is expensive, and growers are often not familiar
with best cultivation techniques for less common species. For many growers, the start-up
costs may be too large to grow a species that could otherwise be profitable in the long term,
especially for plants that don’t produce seeds for several years. Growers also need support
and training in seed harvesting, cleaning, and finding appropriate markets for their products.

4. Continued development of a centralized marketplace for local seeds and plant materials.
Native seeds must be sold in a way that clearly identifies their harvest location and date so
that restoration practitioners can determine the best seed genetics and seeding rate for their
project. The Rogue Valley also sees a surplus of plant stock grown out for agency-led
restoration projects, which can be sold to smaller landholders, with an organization such as
RNPP acting as “middle man” so that the right plants get into the right hands.

5. More educational resources and opportunities about native plants and ecological restoration.
Many land managers have a vague idea about the ways that native plants support native
pollinators, wildlife and the unique ecology of the Klamath-Siskiyou region, but lack
comprehensive and readily available educational resources. While much academic research
has been devoted to the study of habitat restoration, that knowledge doesn’t consistently
make its way into practical knowledge for ranchers, agency land managers, foresters, and
other individuals who are responsible for many acres of land across the Rogue Basin. In
addition, educational opportunities are needed for native plant growers so that they can best
meet the needs of land managers by providing high quality seeds and starts for a range of
projects.

6. Ongoing organizational financial stability is needed to keep working towards these goals.
The current agreements that fund the RNPP activities will end on or before October 1st of
2022. New funding agreements and revenue streams must be established to continue our
progress.
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Five-Year Goals to Meet Identified Needs

Over the next five years, Rogue Native Plant Partnership will develop and expand our capacity as an
organization by encouraging collaboration between members, improving our library of locally
available native plant materials, supporting local native plant and seed producers, and providing
educational resources and opportunities to both growers and users of  native plant materials.

Goal 1: Communication & Collaboration
Facilitate improved communication among local stakeholders in order to identify opportunities for information and
resource sharing.

Large group meetings, held twice per year, will invite all RNPP members, as well as members of the
public, to discuss progress and opportunities for improvement in growing and utilizing native plant
materials in the Rogue Basin. In addition, RNPP will host quarterly steering committee meetings,
which will serve as a forum to develop new RNPP initiatives, identify funding mechanisms, and
ensure accountability and transparency in meeting Partnership goals. To that end, the organization
will also produce annual progress reports, updating the membership and public with measurable
ways in which we are meeting our goals and objectives.

Our goal is to not only improve collaboration and communication among stakeholders, but also to
broaden the reach of the RNPP’s work. We will make an ongoing effort to actively seek out new
stakeholder members, and reach out in innovative ways to involve groups that do not typically have a
voice in discussions about habitat restoration. At native plant-related talks and presentations that are
open to the public, we will offer participants ways to get involved and stay in touch with RNPP.

Goal 2: Diverse Genetics
Increase the diversity and genetic appropriateness of  locally available native plant materials.

For successful restoration projects to take place in the Rogue Basin, large amounts of native
“workhorse” species are needed, as well as smaller amounts of less commonly available species that
fill important niche roles in the ecosystem. In both cases, genetic diversity is vital, so that
appropriate plant characteristics can develop that allow these plants to thrive in the diverse habitats
of our region. RNPP will work to prioritize seed harvests, plant and seed production and
distribution so that each of our ecoregions can be supplied with appropriate plant material. We will
create a seed collection tracking system so that in-demand populations are not over-harvested, and
produce an annual seed collection report that includes species information, quantity collected, and
population maps.

Another objective is to prioritize species for grow-out of “workhorse” species via a Species Priority
Committee that includes the RNPP members with the largest demand for native plant materials in
the region. To collect native seeds and build our RNPP Seed Library, we will engage volunteer teams
as well as local botanists skilled in locating and collecting prioritized species. Finally, we will hold at
least one online seed sale per year to allow agencies and other restoration practitioners to obtain
locally sourced, genetically diverse seeds for their projects.
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Goal 3: Support Local Growers
Provide technical and financial support to local native plant and seed producers.

Although all farming involves some speculation, RNPP seeks to minimize the risk for growers of
native plants and seeds by performing ongoing research on the needs of restoration practitioners
and projects. RNPP will make this information available to growers through meetings, publications
and direct communication. To reduce growers’ financial risk, we will provide bridge funding via
RNPP’s discretionary fund to cover upfront costs, while utilizing a hybrid contracting model that
splits inherent production risks between RNPP and its growers.
By documenting and sharing propagation protocols, farming practices specific to native plants, and
seed cleaning techniques, RNPP will lower the knowledge barrier that can prevent new native plant
growers from entering the market. RNPP growers will also have access to shared seed cleaning
equipment, training and storage.
Creating avenues for growers to sell their products to individuals and commercial outlets at fair price
will reduce another major challenge that farmers face when entering the native plant materials
business. While continuing regular plant and seed sales through its online store, RNPP will also work
to reach out to commercial nursery and plant retailers to create additional sales channels for growers.
RNPP will enhance seed sales by providing limited release seed mixes for specific habitats, and
developing seed mixes that match current challenges in restoration. For example, a post-fire mix for
riparian zones is currently in development that will fill a niche created by widespread 2020 fires.

Goal 4: Education
Provide educational resources and opportunities

To provide land managers, ranchers, foresters, gardeners, commercial landscapers and other
individuals with information about the value and importance of native plants, RNPP will continue to
focus on outreach and development of resource materials. The RNPP’s website, blog and resource
library will continue to grow with articles and guides that approach native plant propagation and
restoration from multiple levels of expertise. Offline, RNPP will reach new audiences by developing
educational materials (signs, handouts, etc.) to encourage the use of native plants in private and
commercial landscaping. This effort will be paired with a media campaign to provide more visibility
to the work that RNPP is doing. By continuing to partner with local education centers such as OSU
Extension, RNPP will provide public presentations as well as hands-on workshops and events. In
addition, our regular native plant sales are structured to encourage discovery of new native plants
that fit customers’ eco-regions. RNPP will continue to seek opportunities to bring on new
volunteers and connect our existing volunteer base with planting and seed collection events
organized by our partners.

Goal 5: Organizational Sustainability
Establish financial stability through new funding agreements and revenue streams
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While RNPP enjoys a high level of stability in terms of commitment of its partners, staff and
customer base, financial stability is essential not only for the internal running of the organization,
but also to maintain the ability to support native plant materials production throughout the region.
RNPP’s strategy is three-pronged: To leverage partner participation for in-kind sharing of hours and
funding, seek outside funding through federal and private grants, and develop its own revenue
streams through the sale of native plants and seeds. Organizations such as Rogue Basin Partnership
have a vision and mission similar to RNPP’s, and the ability to provide financial and staff support to
our programs. By tracking in-kind hours and donations, RNPP will bolster its applications for
federal and private grant funding. While recognizing that native plant and seed sales should not be
profit-motivated, RNPP will continue to price these materials to recuperate some of the costs
involved in procurement, processing and resale.

Proposed Goals and Objectives Tables
Goal 1: Facilitate Cross-Partner Collaboration

Action Accountable
Est. resources per

year
Measurement

(what will be done?) (who oversees it?)
($, people,

cooperation)
(success = x)

objective 1.

Hold twice-annual large group
partnership meetings to discuss
progress and opportunities for
improvement.

Coordinator
25 staff  hours,

partner
participation

2 meetings per year with
10+ attendees

objective 2.

Hold quarterly steering committee
meetings with the goal of developing
new RNPP initiatives, identifying
funding mechanisms, and ensuring
accountability and transparency.

Coordinator,
Steering Committee

35 staff  hours,
steering committee

participation

4 meetings per year with
6+ attendees

objective 3.
Provide transparency by preparing
yearly progress reports with
measurable goals and objectives.

Coordinator
25 staff  hours,

steering committee
participation

Annual progress report
presented to member

orgs each year

objective 4.
Increase stakeholder diversity &
involvement through educational
talks & public presentations.

Coordinator 20 staff  hours

20% annual growth in
RNPP mailing list

membership. 5+ new
orgs added to member

directory each year
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Goal 2: Increase Diversity of  Locally Available Plant Materials

Action Accountable Est. resources per year Measurement

(what will be done?)
(who oversees

it?)
($, people, cooperation) (success = x)

objective 1.

Develop basin-wide habitat specific
priorities for plant and seed
production that take into account
climate science, ease of production,
ecological function, and value to
pollinators and other wildlife.

Coordinator,
Species Priorities

Committee

40 staff  hours, local
expert participation

Prioritized species lists
developed for 3-4
ecoregions in SW

Oregon by summer
2020.

objective 2.
Coordinate volunteer based seed
collection efforts with a focus on
priority species.

Coordinator
40 staff  hours,

landowner participation

2+ seed collection
events per year. Seed

from 10+ species
collected per year

objective 3.
Facilitate contracted seed collection
efforts as needed to fill availability
gaps in prioritized species

Coordinator
20 staff  hours, $3,000

seed collection budget,
contractor participation

6-10 prioritized
species collected every

two years by
contractor

objective 4.
Develop and maintain RNPP seed
library

Coordinator,
Selberg Institute

100 staff  hours, grower
participation, access to

Sampson Creek Preserve
facility

Seed lots properly
cleaned, stored, and

catalogued each
fall/winter.

objective 5.
Host annual seed sale for partner
organizations

Coordinator

30 staff  hours, BLM and
other partner

participation, RBP
administration

RNPP & BLM seed
availability published
to website annually

objective 6.
Facilitate the sale of native plant
materials to agencies & other
restoration practitioners as needed

Coordinator
20 staff  hours, grower

participation, land
manager participation

Consistent supply of
workhorse species for

larger restoration
projects and roadside

projects

objective 7.
Seed collection tracking system &
communication of seed collection
best practices

Coordinator,
Species Priorities

Committee

20 staff  hours, species
priority committee

participation

Distribution of  annual
seed collection report
that includes species

info, quantity
collected, and

population maps
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Goal 3: Provide Support to Growers

Action Accountable Est. resources per year Measurement

(what will be done?)
(who oversees

it?)
($, people, cooperation) (success = x)

objective 1.

Minimize the need for grower
speculation by regularly surveying
partner organizations about current
and future plant material needs

Coordinator
20 staff  hours, land

manager participation

Publication of  partner
restoration plans and
seed orders annually

objective 2.

Provide bridge funding via RNPP’s
discretionary fund to help solve
timing related issues with native
plant grow-outs

Coordinator,
Steering

Committee

10 staff  hours, $1,000
income from plant &

seed sales, RBP
administration

Applications for
bridge funding

reviewed and awarded
as needed

objective 3.
Gather and share propagation
protocols developed during RNPP
grow-out activities

Coordinator,
growers

20 staff  hours, grower
participation

Publish 1-3 new
propagation protocols

to Native Plant
Network database &
RNPP's website per

year

objective 4.

Share inherent production risks by
utilizing the hybrid contracting
model developed by the RNPP to
facilitate local seed production

Coordinator,
growers

30 staff  hours, grower
participation, RBP

administration

1-3 new priority
species put into

production each year

objective 5.

Provide shared seed cleaning
equipment, training on best
practices for seed cleaning, and
seed storage facility for growers
and partner organizations.

Coordinator,
Selberg Institute

20 staff  hours, access to
Sampson Creek Preserve
facility, $500 seed storage

equipment budget

1+ seed cleaning
training per year,
ongoing partner

access to equipment

objective 6.

Facilitate the development of more
commercial outlets for native
plants & seeds locally. Create
interest by limited release seed
mixes for different habitats that
correspond to partner plant
material needs.

Coordinator,
growers

20 staff  hours, grower
participation, local retail

outlet participation

Development of  1-2
new relationships with

local retailers. Bulk
habitat-specific seed
mix developed and
made available to

various retail outlets
on an annual basis
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Goal 4: Provide Educational Resources and Opportunities

Action Accountable
Est. resources per

year
Measurement

(what will be done?)
(who oversees

it?)
($, people,

cooperation)
(success = x)

objective 1.
Maintain RNPP website. Continue
to add content to the resources
library and blog.

Coordinator,
media intern

30 staff  hours, RBP
administration

50% growth in resources
library and blog content

objective 2.
Host regular educational public
presentations and hands-on
workshops/events.

Coordinator 40 staff  hours
1-3 public presentations
per year. 1-3 hands-on

events per year.

objective 3.
Host annual native plant sale aimed
at educating the public about native
plants and ecological restoration.

Coordinator,
Illinois Valley

SWCD, Vesper
Meadow

30 staff  hours, grower
participation,

IVSWCD & Vesper
Meadow support,

RBP administration

1 + plant sale per year,
20% growth in quantity
of  plants sold per year.

Minimum of  20 different
species available

objective 4.

Develop educational materials that
can be used to promote the use of
native plants for landscaping and
other commercial uses.

Coordinator,
media intern

20 staff  hours,
steering committee

participation

1-3 handouts and/or
signs developed per year

objective 5.

Facilitate the development of a
local market for native plants and
seeds through media campaigns,
educational materials, and other
publicity.

Coordinator,
media intern

50 staff  hours, local
growers, retail outlets,

and media outlet
participation

Development of
retail-oriented materials
for consumer education.

1-3 new local retail
outlets offering native

seed and/or plants.
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Goal 5: Organizational Sustainability

Action Accountable Est. resources per year Measurement

(what will be done?) (who oversees it?) ($, people, cooperation) (success = x)

objective 1.

Identify and apply for funding
opportunities for part-time
coordinator salary and associated
overhead costs.

Steering
Committee

30 staff  hours, partner
participation and in-kind

hour sharing, fiscal
sponsorship from RBP

Funding for 10-15 hrs
per week of

coordination in place
through Sept 2022

objective 2. Secure funds for website hosting.
Steering

Committee
$300 per year, RBP

administration

Yearly generation of
discretionary funding
to cover web hosting

costs

objective 3.

Develop & maintain a system for
tracking partner organization
in-kind hours for all RNPP
meetings and events.

Coordinator 15 staff  hours
Summary of  in-kind

hours included in
annual report

objective 4.

Develop and maintain stable
funding structure for native seed &
plant production in the Rogue
Basin.

Coordinator,
steering

committee

30 staff  hours, partner
participation and in-kind

hour sharing, fiscal
sponsorship from RBP

1-3 outside sources of
funding leveraged to
support RNPP plant

& seed availability
objectives
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Proposed Budget Table

* Funds not secured (estimate includes 1%
per year inflation)

Goal 1: Facilitate Cross-Partner Collaboration
Staff

hours/yr
Other
costs 2020 2021 2022* 2023* 2024* 2025* 2026*

objective 1.
Hold twice-annual large group partnership
meetings to discuss progress and
opportunities for improvement. 25 $688 $688 $694 $701 $708 $715 $723

objective 2.

Hold quarterly steering committee
meetings with the goal of developing new
RNPP initiatives, identifying funding
mechanisms, and ensuring accountability
and transparency. 35 $963 $963 $972 $982 $992 $1,002 $1,012

objective 3.
Provide transparency by preparing yearly
progress reports with measurable goals
and objectives. 25 $688 $688 $694 $701 $708 $715 $723

objective 4.
Increase stakeholder diversity &
involvement through educational talks &
public presentations. 20 $550 $550 $556 $561 $567 $572 $578

Totals $2,888 $2,888 $2,916 $2,946 $2,975 $3,005 $3,035

* Funds not secured (estimate includes 1%
per year inflation)

Goal 2: Increase Diversity of  Locally Available Plant
Materials

Staff
hours/yr

Other
costs 2020 2021 2022* 2023* 2024* 2025* 2026*

objective 1.

Develop basin-wide habitat specific
priorities for plant and seed production that
take into account climate science, ease of
production, ecological function, and value
to pollinators and other wildlife. 40 $1,100 $1,100 $1,111 $1,122 $1,133 $1,145 $1,156

objective 2.
Coordinate volunteer based seed collection
efforts with a focus on priority species. 40 $1,100 $1,100 $1,111 $1,122 $1,133 $1,145 $1,156

objective 3.
Facilitate contracted seed collection efforts
as needed to fill availability gaps in
prioritized species 20 $3,000 $3,550 $4,100 $4,141 $4,182 $4,224 $4,266 $4,309

objective 4. Develop and maintain RNPP seed library 100 $2,750 $2,750 $2,778 $2,805 $2,833 $2,862 $2,890

objective 5.
Host annual seed sale for partner
organizations 30 $825 $825 $833 $842 $850 $858 $867

objective 6.
Facilitate the sale of native plant materials to
agencies & other restoration practitioners as
needed 20 $550 $550 $556 $561 $567 $572 $578

objective 7.
Seed collection tracking system &
communication of seed collection best
practices 20 $550 $550 $556 $561 $567 $572 $578

Totals $10,425 $10,975 $11,085 $11,196 $11,308 $11,421 $11,535

* Funds not secured (estimate includes
1% per year inflation)
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Goal 3: Provide Support to Growers
Staff

hours/yr
Other
costs 2020 2021 2022* 2023* 2024* 2025* 2026*

objective 1.
Minimize the need for grower speculation by
regularly surveying partner organizations about
current and future plant material needs 20 $550 $550 $556 $561 $567 $572 $578

objective 2.
Provide bridge funding via RNPP’s discretionary
fund to help solve timing related issues with
native plant grow-outs 10 $1,000 $1,275 $1,550 $1,566 $1,581 $1,597 $1,613 $1,629

objective 3.
Gather and share propagation protocols
developed during RNPP grow-out activities 20 $550 $550 $556 $561 $567 $572 $578

objective 4.
Share inherent production risks by utilizing the
hybrid contracting model developed by the
RNPP to facilitate local seed production 30 $825 $825 $833 $842 $850 $858 $867

objective 5.

Provide shared seed cleaning equipment, training
on best practices for seed cleaning, and seed
storage facility for growers and partner
organizations. 20 $300 $850 $850 $859 $867 $876 $885 $893

objective 6.

Facilitate the development of more commercial
outlets for native plants & seeds locally. Create
interest by limited release seed mixes for different
habitats that correspond to partner plant material
needs. 20 $550 $550 $556 $561 $567 $572 $578

Totals $4,600 $4,875 $4,924 $4,973 $5,023 $5,073 $5,124

* Funds not secured (estimate includes
1% per year inflation)

Goal 4: Provide Educational Resources and Opportunities
Staff

hours/yr
Other
costs 2020 2021 2022* 2023* 2024* 2025* 2026*

objective 1.
Maintain RNPP website. Continue to add
content to the resources library and blog. 30 $825 $825 $833 $842 $850 $858 $867

objective 2.
Host regular educational public presentations
and hands-on workshops/events. 40 $1,100 $1,100 $1,111 $1,122 $1,133 $1,145 $1,156

objective 3.
Host annual native plant sale aimed at educating
the public about native plants and ecological
restoration. 30 $825 $825 $833 $842 $850 $858 $867

objective 4.
Develop educational materials that can be used
to promote the use of native plants for
landscaping and other commercial uses. 20 $550 $550 $556 $561 $567 $572 $578

objective 5.

Facilitate the development of a local market for
native plants and seeds through media
campaigns, educational materials, and other
publicity. 50 $1,375 $1,375 $1,389 $1,403 $1,417 $1,431 $1,445

Totals $4,675 $4,675 $4,722 $4,769 $4,817 $4,865 $4,913

Goal 5: Organizational Sustainability
Staff

hours/yr
Other
costs 2020 2021 2022* 2023* 2024* 2025* 2026*

objective 1.
Identify and apply for funding opportunities for
part-time coordinator salary and associated overhead
costs. 30 $825 $825 $833 $842 $850

objective 2. Secure funds for website hosting. $500 $500 $500 $505 $510 $515 $520 $526
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objective 3.
Develop & maintain a system for tracking partner
organization in-kind hours for all RNPP meetings
and events. 15 $413 $413 $417 $421 $425 $429 $434

objective 4.
Develop and maintain stable funding structure for
native seed & plant production in the Rogue Basin. 20 $550 $550 $556 $561 $567 $572 $578

Totals $2,288 $2,288 $2,310 $1,492 $2,348 $1,522 $2,387

* Funds not secured (estimate includes 1% per year
inflation)

Staff
hours/yr

Other
costs 2020 2021 2022* 2023* 2024* 2025* 2026*

Totals: 730 $24,875 $47,463 $49,113 $49,604 $49,258 $50,592 $50,248 $51,601
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Proposed Timeline

Goal 1: Facilitate Cross-Partner Collaboration
2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026

W Sp Su F W Sp Su F W Sp Su F W Sp Su F W Sp Su F W Sp Su F W Sp Su F

objective 1.
Hold twice-annual large group partnership
meetings to discuss progress and
opportunities for improvement.

A A

objective 2.

Hold quarterly steering committee
meetings with the goal of developing new
RNPP initiatives, identifying funding
mechanisms, and ensuring accountability
and transparency.

A A

objective 3.
Provide transparency by preparing yearly
progress reports with measurable goals and
objectives.

objective 4.
Increase stakeholder diversity &
involvement through educational talks &
public presentations.

A A

Goal 2: Increase Diversity of  Locally Available Plant
Materials

2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026

W Sp Su F W Sp Su F W Sp Su F W Sp Su F W Sp Su F W Sp Su F W Sp Su F

objective 1.

Develop basin-wide habitat specific
priorities for plant and seed production
that take into account climate science, ease
of production, ecological function, and
value to pollinators and other wildlife.

A

objective 2.
Coordinate volunteer based seed collection
efforts with a focus on priority species.

A

objective 3.
Facilitate contracted seed collection efforts
as needed to fill availability gaps in
prioritized species

A

objective 4. Develop and maintain RNPP seed library A

objective 5.
Host annual seed sale for partner
organizations

A

objective 6.
Facilitate the sale of native plant materials
to agencies & other restoration
practitioners as needed

A

objective 7.
Seed collection tracking system &
communication of seed collection best
practices

A
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Goal 3: Provide Support to Growers
2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026

W Sp Su F W Sp Su F W Sp Su F W Sp Su F W Sp Su F W Sp Su F W Sp Su F

objective 1.

Minimize the need for grower
speculation by regularly surveying
partner organizations about current
and future plant material needs

A

objective 2.

Provide bridge funding via RNPP’s
discretionary fund to help solve
timing related issues with native
plant grow-outs

A

objective 3.
Gather and share propagation
protocols developed during RNPP
grow-out activities

A

objective 4.

Share inherent production risks by
utilizing the hybrid contracting
model developed by the RNPP to
facilitate local seed production

A

objective 5.

Provide shared seed cleaning
equipment, training on best
practices for seed cleaning, and seed
storage facility for growers and
partner organizations.

A A

objective 6.

Facilitate the development of more
commercial outlets for native plants
& seeds locally. Create interest by
limited release seed mixes for
different habitats that correspond to
partner plant material needs.

Goal 4: Provide Educational Resources and
Opportunities

2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026

W Sp Su F W Sp Su F W Sp Su F W Sp Su F W Sp Su F W Sp Su F W Sp Su F

objective 1.
Maintain RNPP website. Continue to add
content to the resources library and blog.

A A A A

objective 2.
Host regular educational public
presentations and hands-on
workshops/events.

objective 3.
Host annual native plant sale aimed at
educating the public about native plants
and ecological restoration.

A

objective 4.
Develop educational materials that can be
used to promote the use of native plants
for landscaping and other commercial uses.

objective 5.

Facilitate the development of a local
market for native plants and seeds through
media campaigns, educational materials,
and other publicity.

Goal 5: Organizational Sustainability
2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026

W Sp Su F W Sp Su F W Sp Su F W Sp Su F W Sp Su F W Sp Su F W Sp Su F

objective 1.
Identify and apply for funding
opportunities for part-time coordinator
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salary and associated overhead costs.

objective 2. Secure funds for website hosting.

objective 3.
Develop & maintain a system for tracking
partner organization in-kind hours for all
RNPP meetings and events.

objective 4.
Develop and maintain stable funding
structure for native seed & plant
production in the Rogue Basin.

Timeline Key

Task due date

A Task Accomplished

Conclusion

Rogue Native Plant Partnership has spent the first four years of its existence establishing community
visibility and trust, growing its partner base to over 40 participating organization, and creating
avenues for native plant producers and customers to connect, share information, and support each
others’ goals. With investment in facilities, seed cleaning equipment, storage, and online retailing,
RNPP is ready to scale up its efforts and expand its reach to new partners in the Rogue Basin. The
goals outlined in this Strategic Plan will allow the continuation of RNPP’s collaborative approach to
intelligently planning the production and distribution of  native plant materials.

By supporting growers, we will ensure that native plant and seed production is a personally and
financially rewarding endeavor for local farmers. By focusing on genetic diversity, we will ensure that
we can supply plant materials for the wide range of ecological conditions that our region is known
for, as well as the unknown future of changing climate conditions. By prioritizing education and
outreach, we will increase public support and knowledge about the need for ecological restoration
and the benefits of native plants, which will in turn support our organizational sustainability. Finally,
by continuing to function as a partnership, we can maintain flexibility to current needs, transparent
in our operations, and stable as an organization going into the future.
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Appendix I: Woody Species Seed Collection Priorities for Riparian Habitats
Woody Species Seed Collection Priorities for Riparian Habitats

under contract
2020-2021 Species Common Name

Plants needed
per/yr

Est seed
needed

Mean
seeds/lb

lbs seed needed
over 5 years

Pinus ponderosa Ponderosa pine 10,920 273,000 10,000 27.30

Fraxinus latifolia Oregon ash 8,320 208,000 75,000 2.77

Populus balsamifera v. trichocarpa Black cottonwood 7,510 187,750 425,000 0.44

Acer macrophyllum Bigleaf  maple 6,445 161,125 3,350 48.10

X Symphoricarpos albus Common snowberry 6,280 157,000 76,000 2.07

Calocedrus decurrens Incense cedar 5,385 134,625 15,500 8.69

Mahonia aquifolium Oregon grape 4,485 112,125 40,000 2.80

Philadelphus lewisii Mock orange 3,685 92,125 5,750,000 0.02

X Physocarpus capitatus Pacific ninebark 3,510 87,750 875,000 0.10

X Crataegus douglasii Black hawthorn 2,700 67,500 22,000 3.07

X Prunus virginiana Chokecherry 2,510 62,750 5,000 12.55

X Sambucus cerulea Blue elderberry 1,935 48,375 22,500 2.15

X Cornus stolonifera Red Osier dogwood 1,840 46,000 18,000 2.56

Ceanothus cuneatus Buckbrush 1,500 37,500 49,000 0.77

Quercus garryana Oregon white oak 1,500 37,500 85 441.18

Salix sp. Shrub willow 1,175 29,375 2,500,000 0.01

Holodiscus discolor Oceanspray 1,125 28,125 5,000,000 0.01

Spirea douglasii Douglas spirea 950 23,750 1,030,400 0.02

Alnus rubra Red alder 800 20,000 875,000 0.02

Garrya fremontii Silk tassel 750 18,750 25,000 0.75

Juniperus occidentalis Western juniper 750 18,750 2,633 7.12

Pinus contorta lodgepole pine 750 18,750 94,000 0.20

X Alnus rhombifolia White alder 605 15,125 508,000 0.03

X Ribes sanguineum Red-flowering currant 375 9,375 151,000 0.06

Rosa pisocarpa Clustered rose 375 9,375 71,520 0.13

X Rosa nutkana Nootka rose 200 5,000 32,234 0.16

Juglans hindsii Hind's walnut 30 750 55 13.64

Pinus jeffreyi Jefferey pine 30 750 4,000 0.19

Est seeds needed per/yr was calculated using plants needed per year x 5 years x 5 seeds per plant. Plant need data was gathered from
local restoration practitioners and was based on their anticipated plant needs for the next five years beginning in 2021. These estimates
were made prior to the 2020 wildfire season and may not reflect current needs.

Appendix II: Woody Species Seed Collection Contracted 2020-2021
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Contracted Seed Collection 2020-2021

Priority Species Common Name Est seed needed Mean seeds/lb lbs requested

High Symphoricarpos albus Common snowberry 157,000 76,000 2.07

High Physocarpus capitatus Pacific ninebark 87,750 875,000 0.10

High Crataegus douglasii Black hawthorn 67,500 22,000 3.07

High Prunus virginiana Chokecherry 62,750 5,000 6.00

High Sambucus cerulea Blue elderberry 48,375 22,500 2.15

High Cornus stolonifera Red Osier dogwood 46,000 18,000 2.56

High Alnus rhombifolia White alder 15,125 508,000 0.30

Med Ribes sanguineum Red-flowering currant 9,375 151,000 0.06

Med Rosa nutkana Nootka rose 5,000 32,234 0.30

TOTAL 16.60

These species were selected for seed collection by a local contractor in the spring of 2021. RNPP
discretionary funds generated though previous native seed and plant sales will be used to pay for this
service. These species/seeds were prioritized for their suitability for long-term storage, local
restoration practitioner and grower demand, contractor knowledge of existing populations and
relative difficulty of  collection and seed processing.
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Appendix III: Priority Wildflower & Grasses
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